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0. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the article K denotes a fixed algebraically closed field. All
considered algebras are finite-dimensional associative K-algebras with a
unit element. Moreover, they are assumed to be basic and connected if it is
 .not stated otherwise. For an algebra A we denote by mod A the category
 .of all finitely generated right A-modules, and mod A denotes the stable
 .  .category of mod A , that is mod A rP where P is the two-sided ideal in
 .mod A of all morphisms that factorize through projective A-modules.
Two algebras A and B are said to be stably equi¨ alent if the stable
 .  .categories mod A and mod B are equivalent.
The sources of the study of stable equivalent algebras are in modular
representation theory of finite groups. One of the main problems in this
theory is the question of whether two stably equivalent algebras have the
same number of pairwise nonisomorphic nonprojective simple modules.
Another motivation for considering stable equivalences comes from the
studying of derived equivalences of algebras of finite global dimension see
w x.12 .
Recall that the algebras stably equivalent to representation-finite self-in-
w xjective algebras were classified by Riedtmann in 21, 22, 8 . We are
interested in algebras which are stably equivalent to standard self-injective
representation-infinite algebras of polynomial growth the needed defini-
.tions are contained in Section 1 . Because there is given a classification of
w xsuch algebras in 28 hence we can use it to characterize algebras which are
stably equivalent to them.
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w xThere was introduced by Skowronski in 26 a useful notion of aÂ
generalized standard component in the Auslander]Reiten quiver of an
algebra. From this point of view, the considered class of algebras splits
onto three subclasses. The first subclass consists of the algebras whose
Auslander]Reiten quivers contain only generalized standard components.
The second subclass consists of the algebras whose Auslander]Reiten
quivers contain generalized standard components and components which
are not generalized standard. The third subclass consists of the algebras
whose Auslander]Reiten quivers do not contain generalized standard
components. Algebras stably equivalent to the first of the previous sub-
w xclasses were characterized in 18 . The second subclass contains the poly-
nomial growth trivial extensions and algebras stably equivalent to them
w xwere described in 16, 20, 19 . Our objective is to characterize algebras
which are stably equivalent to the third subclass of the preceding ones.
In our description of stably equivalent algebras we shall use the idea
w xcontained in 7 , that is the idea of a degeneration of an algebra. Our main
result can be explained in the following way. If a stably equivalent algebra
 .is not standard then there is its degeneration in the geometrical sense
which is standard and shares some representation theoretical properties
with the original algebra. The following theorem is the main result of the
article.
THEOREM. Let B be a standard self-injecti¨ e representation-infinite K-al-
gebra of polynomial growth whose Auslander]Reiten qui¨ er does not contain a
generalized standard component. If C is a K-algebra which is stably equi¨ alent
to B then one of the following two conditions holds.
 .1 C is a standard self-injecti¨ e representation-infinite K-algebra of
polynomial growth.
 .2 C is a representation-infinite self-injecti¨ e K-algebra and there is a
degeneration C of C which satisfies
 .i C is a standard self-injecti¨ e representation-infinite K-algebra of
polynomial growth and the Auslander]Reiten qui¨ er G of C coincides withC
the Auslander]Reiten qui¨ er G of C,C
 .  .  .ii there is an equi¨ alence L: mod C ª mod C which preser¨ es
simple modules.
Moreo¨er, in both cases B and C ha¨e the same number of pairwise
nonisomorphic simple modules.
The main working tool in the proof of this result is the notion of a
w xweakly separating family of components introduced in 18 .
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In the article we shall use freely all properties of Auslander]Reiten
sequences, irreducible morphisms and Auslander]Reiten quivers which
w xcan be found in 3, 4, 5 .
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Throughout the article we shall denote by N the set of nonnegative
1 4integers 0, 1, 2, . . . , and by N the set n q ; n g N .1r2 2
w x1.2. Denote by K X the polynomial K-algebra in one variable. Follow-
w xing Drozd 10 an algebra A is said to be tame if, for any dimension d,
w xthere is a finite number n of K X -A-bimodules Q , 1 F i F n , whichd i d
w xare finitely generated and free as left K X -modules, and satisfy the
following condition: all but a finite number of isomorphism classes of
w x  .indecomposable d-dimensional A-modules are of the form K X r Xyl
m Q for some l g K and some i, 1 F i F n .i dK w X x
 .Denote by m d the least number of bimodules Q satisfying theA i
w xprevious condition for d. Then A is said to be of polynomial growth 27 if
 . mthere is a natural number m such that m d F d .A
w x1.3. For a locally bounded K-category R in the sense of 11 , we shall
 .denote by mod R the category of all finite-dimensional covariant functors
from R to the category of K-linear spaces. If G is a group of K-linear
automorphisms of R acting freely on the objects of R, then RrG denotes
w xthe quotient category 11 whose objects are the G-orbits of the objects of
w xR. It follows from 11; Proposition 3.1 that the quotient RrG exists in the
category of locally bounded K-categories. There is a Galois covering
functor F: R ª RrG which assigns to each object x its G-orbit G ? x and
 .  .to a morphism a g R x, y the family F s Fa g a h y g x g , hg G h, g g G
 .R gx, hy such that Fa s ga if g s h and Fa s 0 if g / h.h y g x h y g x
w xA locally bounded K-category R is called simply connected 1 if it is
 .triangular its quiver has no oriented cycles and any Galois covering of R
is trivial. A locally bounded K-category R is called standard if it admits a
Galois covering R9 ª R with R9 simply connected. To every algebra A we
can attach a locally bounded K-category R whose objects are formed by aA
 .complete set E of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents of A, R e, f
s fAe, e, f g E, and the composition of morphisms is induced by the
multiplication in A. An algebra A is called standard if the attached locally
bounded K-category R is standard.A
1.4. For a locally bounded K-category R resp., finite-dimensional K-al-
.  . w xgebra A we shall denote by G resp., G its Auslander]Reiten quiver 4 .R A
The Auslander]Reiten translation DTr will be denoted by t and its
inverse TrD will be denoted by ty1. We shall not distinguish between an
indecomposable R-module, its isomorphism class and the vertex of GR
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corresponding to it. Furthermore, we denote by G s the stable quiver of GR R
obtained from G by removing the t-orbits of all indecomposable projec-R
tive R-modules and the ty1-orbits of all indecomposable injective R-mod-
ules and the arrows attached to them.
w x1.5. Recall from 26 that a connected component C of the
Auslander]Reiten quiver G of an algebra A is called generalized standardA
` . `  ..if rad X, Y s 0 for all modules X and Y from C , where rad mod A is
  ..the intersection of all powers of the Jacobson radical rad mod A of
 .mod A .
1.6. The repetiti¨ e category of a locally bounded K-category R is the
Ã  .self-injective locally bounded K-category R whose objects are pairs n, x
Ã Ã .  4  .  .  4s x , x g R, n g Z, and R x , y s n = R x, y , R x , y s n =n n n nq1 n
Ã .  .DR y, x , and R x , y s 0 if p / q, q q 1, where DV denotes the dualp q
 .space Hom V, K .K
w x  .1.7. Following 6, 14 we shall say that a module Z in mod A is a tilting
 .respectively, cotilting module if it satisfies the following conditions:
 . 2  .  2  . .1 Ext Z, y s 0 respectively, Ext y, Z s 0 ;A A
 . 1  .2 Ext Z, Z s 0;A
 .3 the number of nonisomorphic indecomposable summands of Z
 .equals to the rank of the Grothendieck group K A of A.0
Two algebras A and B are said to be tilting]cotilting equi¨ alent if there
exist a sequence of algebras A s A , A , . . . , A , A s B and a se-0 1 m mq1
i  i. iquence of modules Z , 0 F i F m, such that A s End Z and Z isA iq1 Ai i
either a tilting or a cotilting A -module.i
1.8. A Euclidean algebra is a representation-infinite tilted algebra of
Euclidean type having a complete slice in the preprojective component
w x24 . We shall use also tubular algebras in the sense of Ringel. For the
basic definitions and results concerning Euclidean and tubular algebras we
w xrefer the reader to 24 . Recall that the extension type n of a EuclideanA
 .  .algebra A is one of the following p, q , 1 F p F q, 2, 2, m , m G 2,
 .  .  .2, 3, 3 , 2, 3, 4 , or 2, 3, 5 . The extension type n of a tubular algebra AA
 .  .  .  .is one of the following 3, 3, 3 , 2, 4, 4 , 2, 3, 6 , or 2, 2, 2, 2 . We shall call
them shortly types.
2. WEAKLY SEPARATING FAMILIES OF COMPONENTS
2.1. For the Auslander]Reiten quiver G of a locally bounded K-cate-R
 .gory R and any family T of components in G , we shall denote by add TR
 .the additive closure in mod R of the modules lying in T.
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2.2. Let A be a finite-dimensional K-algebra. We are interested in some
special families of components in G . A family T of components in G isA A
called weakly separating if there are a linearly ordered set M / B and a
partition G _ T s " T onto a disjoint union of families of compo-A mm g M
nents such that the following conditions are satisfied:
 .1 For every two different components C , D g T , m g M, if X gm
C , Y g D, and f : X ª Y is a nonzero morphism then there are Z g
 .add T , f : X ª Z, f : Z ª Y such that f s f f .1 2 2 1
 .  .  .2 If m - m in M, Y g add T , X g add T , and f : X ª Y is1 2 m m1 2
 .a nonzero morphism then there are Z g add T , f : X ª Z, f : Z ª Y1 2
such that f s f f .2 1
 .3 For every two different components C , D g T, if X g C , Y g D,
 .and f : X ª Y is a nonzero morphism then there are Z g add G _ T ,A
f : X ª Z, f : Z ª Y such that f s f f .1 2 2 1
The set M is called T-induced.
2.3. Throughout the article we shall consider the following linearly
 4ordered sets: D s 1, 2, . . . , 2 i q 1 , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , with the order F2 iq1
 .as in N, D s 0, i l Q, i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , with the order F as in Q.0, i.
Suppose that there is an infinite linearly ordered set D and an infinite
cyclic group G which acts on D nontrivially. Let M and M be two1 2
linearly ordered sets which are obtained as quotient sets of D _ G ? d and0
D _ G ? d , respectively, for some d , d g D, as they were constructed in1 0 1
w x18 . Then M and M are said to be isomorphic provided that there is an1 2
automorphism w : D ª D of D which is compatible with the action of the
 .  .group G and satisfies w d s w d . In this way D ( D if and0 1 2 iq1 2 jq1
only if i s j and D ( D if and only if i s j.0, i. 0, j.
w x2.4. The following theorem was proved in 18 .
THEOREM. If B is a standard self-injecti¨ e representation-infinite K-alge-
bra of polynomial growth then there is a weakly separating family T of
components in G with a T-induced set M of one of the following forms:B
D , i g N, D , i s 1, 2, 3, . . . .2 iq1 0, i.
Moreo¨er, e¨ery family T of the partition G _ T s " T is also am B mm g M
weakly separating family of components in G with a T -induced set which isB m
isomorphic to M.
2.5. Suppose now that B is a standard self-injective representation-in-
finite K-algebra of polynomial growth. We shall consider the case when all
components of G are not generalized standard. In the case the T-inducedB
wset M in Theorem 2.4 is one of the forms D , D , D by 18; Proposi-1 0, 1. 0, 2.
xtion 5.5 .
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3. DECOMPOSITIONS OF MORPHISM SPACES
3.1. Throughout this section we assume that B is a self-injective stan-
dard representation-infinite K-algebra such that its Auslander]Reiten
quiver has no generalized standard component. Moreover, we assume that
C is an algebra which is stably equivalent to B and we fix an equivalence
 .  .F: mod B ª mod C . We fix a weakly separating family T of compo-
nents in G with T-induced set M. Because the stable Auslander]ReitenB
s w xquiver G is an invariant under taking stable equivalences 5 hence weB
s  s.  s.have a decomposition G s " F T " F T onto a disjoint unionC mm g M
of families of components. Thus we have a decomposition G s " T XC mm g M
 X . s  s." T9 onto a disjoint union of families of components, where T s F T ,m m
 . s  s.m g M, T9 s F T .
3.2. PROPOSITION. T9 is a weakly separating family of components in G .C
Proof. Observe that G _ T9 s " T X and M / B is a linearlyC mm g M
ordered set. In order to prove our proposition we must show conditions
 .  .1 ] 3 in 2.2.
Consider two different components C 9, D9 g T X, m g M. Then therem
 s.  . sare two different components C , D g T such that F C s C 9 andm
 s.  . sF D s D9 . If X 9 g C 9, Y 9 g D9, and f 9: X 9 ª Y 9 is a nonzero
morphism of C-modules then consider a decomposition f 9 s f X f X with f X:2 1 1
 . X  .X 9 ª im f 9 the canonical epimorphism and f : im f 9 ª Y 9 the inclu-2
 . Xsion. First consider the case X 9, Y 9 is not projective. Let im f 9 s Z1
X  .[ ??? [ Z be a decomposition of im f 9 onto a direct sum of indecompos-n
able C-modules. Then
f X1, 1
.X .f s ,1 .
X 0f1, n
X  X X . X Xand f s f , . . . , f , where f : X 9 ª Z is the canonical epimor-2 2, 1 2, n 1, i i
phism and f X : ZX ª Y 9 is the inclusion, i s 1, . . . , n. Because f X is an2, i i 1, i
X w x Xepimorphism hence f / 0, i s 1, . . . , n by 23 . Because f is a1, i 2, i
X w xmonomorphism hence f / 0, i s 1, . . . , n, by 23 . Thus there arei , 2
 .  .  . XX, Y, Z , . . . , Z such that F X s X 9, F Y s Y 9, F Z s Z , i s1 n i i
1, . . . , n. There are also f : X ª Z , f : Z ª Y, i s 1, . . . , n, such that1, i i 2, i i
 . XF f s f , l s 1, 2.l , i l , i
 .In order to prove that f 9 factorizes through a module from add T9 it is
X X  .enough to show that f f factorizes through a module from add T9 for2, i 1, i
each i s 1, . . . , n. For a fixed i we have that either Z f C or Z g C. If0 i i0 0
Z g C then f s h g with g : Z ª L, h : L ª Y, and L gi 2, i i i i i i0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 . X X X X  . X  . X Xadd T . Hence f s h g with h s F h , g s F g . Clearly g : Z2, i i i i i i i i i0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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 . X  . X X X X X Xª F L , h : F L ª Y 9. Then f y h g s 0. Thus f y h g s p,i 2, i i i 2, i i i0 0 0 0 0 0 0
where p: ZX ª Y 9 factorizes through the injective envelope I of ZX ,i i0 0
because C is self-injective as an algebra which is stably equivalent to a
representation-infinite self-injective one. Therefore p s p p with p : ZX2 1 1 i0
ª I the inclusion and p : I ª Y 9. Because f X is a monomorphism and2 2, i0
I is injective hence there is a morphism r : Y 9 ª I such that p s rf X .1 2, i0X X X X  . X X XThen f y h g s p p s p rf implies id y p r f s h g . Be-2, i i i 2 1 2 2, i Y 9 2 2, i i i0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .cause Y 9 is indecomposable nonprojective hence id y p r is an invert-Y 9 2
X  .y1 X X X X  .ible morphism. Thus f s id y p r h g and g : Z ª F L ,2, i Y 9 2 i i i i0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  . X  .  .F L g add T9 , id y p r h : F L ª Y 9. Consequently, 1 is provedY 9 2 i0
in the case.
 .If Z g D then dual arguments show that 1 of 2.2 is satisfied.i0
If Z f C and Z f D then either Z g T or Z g T , n g M. In thei i i i n0 0 0 0X X  .case Z g T we obtain that f f satisfies 1 at once.i 2, i 1, i0 0 0
In the case Z g T , n g M, we have also two subcases. Suppose thati n0
n / m. Then either n - m or m - n , because M is linearly ordered. If
 .n - m then f has a factorization through a module from add T by1, i0
 .2.2 2 . If m - n then f has a factorization through a module from2, i0
 .  .add T by 2.2 2 . In both cases we can apply the previous arguments to
X X  .show that f f satisfies 1 of 2.2.2, i 1, i0 0
Suppose now that m s n . Then Z g E g T and C , D, E are pairwisei m0
 .different. Thus f and f factorizes through a module from add T1, i 2, i0 0
and the previous arguments work.
If X 9 is projective then there is an Auslander]Reiten sequence,
rad X 9 X 9 .
0 ª rad X 9 ª [ X 9 ª ª 0, .
soc X 9 soc X 9 .  .
 . w x X Yin mod C by 4 because C is self-injective. Further f s f p for an1, i 1, i0 0
 . Yirreducible epimorphism p: X 9 ª X 9rsoc X 9 . Thus we can consider f1, i0
instead of f X .1, i0
If Y 9 is projective then we can consider f Y instead of f X , where2, i 1, i0 0X Y  .f s wf and w: rad Y 9 ª Y 9 is an irreducible monomorphism.2, i 2, i0 0
 .The foregoing analysis shows that condition 1 of 2.2 is always satisfied.
 .  .The same reasoning works in the proofs of 2 and 3 and the proposi-
tion follows.
3.3. Let A be a representation-infinite self-injective K-algebra with a
weakly separating family T0 of components in its Auslander]Reiten quiver
G . Let M, N be two indecomposable A-modules. A morphism 0 / f : MA
ª N is said to factorize 0-times through T0 if one of the conditions in the
following text is satisfied:
 .1 M, N f T0 and f does not factorize through a module from
 .add T0 .
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 .2 M, N g T0 and f does not factorize through a module from
 .add G _ T0 .A
We say that a morphism 0 / h: M ª N factorizes i-times through T0,
i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
 .3 M, N f T0 and h s h0 h ??? h h9, where h9: M ª Z ,iy1 1 0
 .h : Z ª Z , s s 1, 2, . . . , i y 1, h0: Z ª N, and Z g add T0 , eachs sy1 s i s
 .f factorizes through a module from add G _ T0 .s A
 .4 M, N g T0 and h s h ??? h , where h : Z ª Z , Z s M,i 1 s sy1 s 0
 .Z s N, Z g add T0 , s s 1, . . . , i y 1, and each h factorizes through ai s s
 .module from add G _ T0 .A
 .We say that a morphism 0 / l: M ª N factorizes i q 1r2 -times
through T0, i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
 .5 M f T0, N g T0, and l s l ??? l l9, where l9: M ª Z , l : Zi 1 0 s sy1
 .ª Z , s s 1, . . . , i, Z g add T0 , Z s N and each l factorizes through as s i s
 .module from add G _ T0 .A
 .6 M g T0, N f T0, and l s l0 l ??? l , where l0: Z ª N, l : Zi 1 i s sy1
 .ª Z , s s 1, . . . , i, Z g add T0 , Z s M and each l factorizes throughs s 0 s
 .a module from add G _ T0 .A
3.4. LEMMA. For e¨ery pair M, N of indecomposable B-modules there is
m g N j N such that there is no nonzero morphism f : M ª N whichM , N 1r2
factorizes more than m -times through T.M , N
 4Moreo¨er, sup m F 4.M , N g indB . M , N
w xProof. The lemma is an easy consequence of 18; Lemma 5.3 .
3.5. LEMMA. Let M, N, L be indecomposable B-modules. If t: N ª L
factorizes j-times through T and does not factorize more times through T and
h: M ª N factorizes i-times through T and does not factorize more times
 .through T, j, i g N j N , then either th factorizes i q j -times through T1r2
 .and does not factorize i q j q l -times through T for any nonzero l g N j
N or th s 0.1r2
Proof. The lemma is an easy consequence of the proof of Proposition
w x4.3 in 18 .
3.6. LEMMA. Let M, N be indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e B-modules. If
f : M ª N factorizes i-times through T, i g N j N , and f / 0, then there1r2
 .  .  .is g : F M ª F N such that g s F f and g factorizes i-times through T9.
Proof. Suppose that 0 / f : M ª N is a morphism between indecom-
posable nonprojective B-modules which factorizes i-times through T and
f / 0. Let f s f 0 f ??? f f 9 be the required in 3.3 decomposition of f withi 1
 .f : Z ª Z , s s 1, . . . , i, Z g add T , s s 0, 1, . . . , i. If there is s gs sy1 s s 0
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 4 X Y Y X0, 1, . . . , i such that Z s Z [ Z with Z projective and Z withouts s s s s0 0 0 0 0
projective direct summands then
f Xs0f s ,Ys0 f /s0
 X Y . X X X Xand f s f , f with f : Z ª Z , f : Z ª Z ,s q1 s q1 s q1 s s y1 s s q1 s s q10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f Y : Z ª ZY , f Y : ZY ª Z . Because f / 0 hence ZX / 0. Thens s y1 s s q1 s s q1 s0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f s f 0 f ??? f f X f X f ??? f f 9. Thus we may assume that Z has noi s q2 s q1 s s y1 1 s0 0 0 0
projective direct summand for each s s 0, . . . , i. Consider any representa-
 .  .  .  .tive t of the coset F f . Let g 0 s F f 0 , g s F f , s s 1, . . . , i, g 9s F f 9 .s s
 .  .Then t q h s g 0 g ??? g g 9 for some h: F M ª F N such that h s 0.i 1
Finally, g s t q h satisfies the required condition.
3.7. LEMMA. For e¨ery pair M, N of indecomposable C-modules there is
m g N j N such that there is no nonzero morphism f : M ª N whichM , N 1r2
factorizes more than m -times through T9.M , N
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there are two indecomposable
C-modules M, N such that for infinitely many m g N j N there is a1r2
nonzero morphism f : M ª N which factorizes m-times through T9.m.
 .Then consider a projective cover P M of M with an epimorphism
 .  .p : P M ª M and an injective hull I N of N with a monomorphismM
 .w : N ª I N . Thus w f p factorizes at least m-times through T9.N N m. M
 .  .Further there are indecomposable direct summands P in P M , I in I N
and morphisms p: P ª M, w: N ª I such that wf p / 0 factorizes atm.
 .  .least m-times through T9. If S s soc I and P s P S then there is a1
nonzero morphism q: P ª P such that wf pq / 0 factorizes at least1 m.
 .m-times through T9 and im wf pq ( S. Because C is a finite-dimen-m.
sional K-algebra hence there are only finitely many pairs P , I of indecom-1
posable projective modules with a nonzero morphism g : P ª I such that1
 .  .im g ( soc I . Therefore, there are two indecomposable projective C-
 .modules P9, I9 such that there is a morphism g 9: P9 ª I9 with im g 9 (
 .soc I9 and g 9 factorizes infinitely many times through T9, because the
 .subspace in Hom P9, I9 consisting of the morphisms factorizing throughC
 .soc I9 is one-dimensional. Now consider such a morphism g 9: P9 ª I9.
Then for a decomposition g 9 s g 9 ??? h ??? h gX sharing the properties ofi 1 1
3.3 we have that there is an infinite sequence i , i , i , . . . such that1 2 3
h ??? h gX , h ??? h , h ??? h , . . . factorize through projective C-i 1 1 i i q1 i i q11 2 1 3 2
modules and are not isomorphisms, because in view of Lemma 3.6 we
would obtain a contradiction to Lemma 3.4 otherwise. But this means that
g 9 factorizes infinitely many times through projective modules nonisomor-
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phically which contradicts to finite-dimensionality of C. Consequently, the
lemma follows.
3.8. Now we shall construct some decompositions of morphism spaces
 .Hom M, N for indecomposable A-modules which will be very useful.A
Assume again that A is a representation-infinite self-injective K-algebra
with a weakly separating family T0 of components in the Auslander]
Reiten quiver G of A. Moreover, assume that for every pair of indecom-A
posable A-modules M, N there is m g N j N such that there is noM , N 1r2
nonzero morphism f : M ª N which factorizes more than m -timesM , N
through T0.
Let M, N be two fixed indecomposable A-modules. Suppose that M, N
 . w0x .g T 0 . Consider a filtration Hom M , N s Hom M , N >A A
w1x . w m M , N x .Hom M, N > ??? > Hom M, N , where for each i s 0, . . . , m ,A A M , N
w i x .  .Hom M, N is the K-linear subspace of Hom M, N consisting of theA A
morphisms which factorizes i-times through T0 and the zero morphism.
m M , N . . w m M , N x .Then we define Hom M, N s Hom M, N . We have a decom-A A
w m M , Ny1x . m M , Ny1. .position of K-space Hom M, N s Hom M, N [A A
m M , N . . m M , Ny1 . .Hom M, N , where Hom M, N is a completion of the sub-A A
m M , N . . w m M , Ny1 x .space Hom M, N to Hom M, N . Now suppose that weA A
w i x .  i. .have constructed a decomposition Hom M, N s Hom M, N [A A
 iq 1. . m M , N . .Hom M , N [ ??? [ Hom M , N of the K-space. LetA A
 iy1. . w i x .Hom M, N be a completion of the subspace Hom M, N toA A
w iy1x .Hom M, N . Thus we obtain a decomposition of the K-spaceA
w iy1x .  iy1. . w i x .  iy1. .Hom M, N sHom M, N [Hom M, N sHom M, N [A A A A
 i. . m M , N . .Hom M, N [ ??? Hom M, N . Consequently, after finitely manyA A
steps we obtain a decomposition of the K-space,
Hom M , N .A
s Hom0. M , N [ Hom1. M , N [ ??? [ Homm M , N . M , N . .  .  .A A A
If M, N f T0, then similarly we can construct a decomposition,
Hom M , N .A
s Hom0. M , N [ Hom1. M , N [ ??? [ Homm M , N . M , N . .  .  .A A A
If either M f T0 and N g T0 or M g T0 and N f T0, then similarly
we are able to construct a decomposition,
Hom M , N .A
s Hom1r2. M , N [ Hom11r2.. M , N [ ??? [ Homm M , N . M , N . .  .  .A A A
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 .For every nonzero morphism f g Hom M, N we shall consider theA
< < < < < <uniquely determined decomposition f s f q f q ??? q f or f s0 1 m M , N
< < < < < < < <  i. .f q f q ??? q f , where f g Hom M, N , i g N j1r2 11r2. m i AM , N
< < < < < < < < < <N . We shall often write f s f q f q f q f q f0 1r2 1 11r2. 21r2
< < < <q ??? q f remembering that f s 0 either for all i g N or for allm i 1r2M , N
i g N.
Now for every pair of indecomposable A-modules M, N fix the preced-
 .ing decomposition of Hom M, N . We are interested in the followingA
condition.
If f g Hom i. M , N , g g Hom j. N , L , i , j g N j N , .  .A A 1r2
then gf g Hom iqj. M , L . * .  .A
 .The reason is that if for any M, N, L the * -condition is satisfied then
A is standard, which will be shown later.
3.9. LEMMA. Let M, N be indecomposable A-modules and i g N j N .1r2
 i. .E¨ery nonzero morphism from Hom M, N factorizes i-times through T0A
 .and does not factorize i q 1 -times through T0.
Proof. We start the proof with showing that if f , g factorize i-times
through T0 then every linear combination k f q k g, k , k g K, factor-1 2 1 2
izes i-times through T0. It is obvious that if f factorizes i-times through
T0 then kf factorizes i-times through T0 for every k g K. If f , g factorize
i-times through T0 then f s f 0 f ??? f f 9 and g s g 0 g ??? g g 9, where thei 1 i 1
foregoing decompositions satisfy the required conditions in 3.3. Then
 .  .  .  .f q g s f q g 0 f q g ??? f q g f q g 9, wherei 1
f 0f 9 sf q g 9 s , f q g s , .  . s /  /g 9 0 gs
s s 1, . . . , i , f q g 0 s f 0 , g 0 . .  .
This shows that f q g factorizes i-times through T0.
Now the lemma is an easy consequence of the previous remark and the
 i. .construction of Hom M, N in 3.8.A
3.10. LEMMA. If there are three indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e C-modules
 i. .  j. .M, N, L and morphisms f g Hom M, N , g g Hom N, L , i, j g N jC C
 iqj. .N , such that gf/ 0 and gf s h q h9 with h g Hom M, L and1r2 iqj iqj C
0. .  iq jy 1. .  iq jq 1. .h9 g Hom M , L [ ??? [ Hom M , L [ Hom M , LC C C
m M , L. .[ ??? [ Hom M, L then h9s 0.C
Proof. Under the assumptions and the notations of the lemma suppose
y1 . y1 .that gf/ 0. Then clearly g, f / 0 and there are h: F M ª F N
y1 . y1 .  .  .and t: F N ª F L such that F h s f , F t s g, h factorizes
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i-times through T, t factorizes j-times through T by Lemmas 3.6, 3.9.
 .Moreover, either th s 0 or th / 0 factorizes i q j -times through T. If
 .  .  .th / 0 factorizes i q j -times through T then F th s gf and F th s hiq j
 .by Lemma 3.6. Consequently, h9s 0. If th s 0 then gfs F th s 0 which
contradicts our assumption.
 .3.11. LEMMA. For any C-modules M, N in mod C and for any nonzero
 .morphism f : M ª N if f : M ª im f is the canonical epimorphism and1
 .f : im f ª N is the inclusion then the following conditions are satisfied:2
 . < < < <1 If f f / 0, then f does not factorize 1-time through T9.0 02 1
1 . < < < <  .2 If f f / 0, then f does not factorize 1 -times through T9.0 1r22 1 2
1 . < < < <  .3 If f f / 0, then f does not factorize 1 -times through T9.1r2 02 1 2
 . < < < <Proof. 1 Observe that by the assumption that f f / 0 we may0 02 1
 .  .assume without loss of generality that either M, N, im f g add T9 or M,
 .  .N, im f g add G _ T9 .C
 .  .  .We shall prove condition 1 inductively on l s dim M q dim N .K K
If l s 2 and f / 0, then f is an isomorphism of simple C-modules and the
required condition is satisfied.
Suppose that for all M, N, f : M ª N satisfying the assumptions of the
lemma and such that l F l , the required condition is satisfied. Consider0
M, N, f : M ª N which satisfy the assumptions of the lemma and
 .  .  .dim M q dim N s l q 1. Suppose that condition 1 does not hold.K K 0
This means that f , f do not factorize 1-time through T9 and there are2 1
 .Z g add T9 , p: M ª Z, q: Z ª N such that f s qp. If q is not an
 .epimorphism, then we can consider im q instead of N. Then for the
 .  .canonical epimorphism q : Z ª im q and the inclusion q : im q ª N1 2
 .  . X Xwe have that im f ; im q , because qp s f. Thus f s q f , where f is2 2 2 2 2
 .  . Xthe inclusion from im f into im q . If f factorizes 1-time through T9,2
then f s q f X factorizes 1-time through T9 too, which contradicts the2 2 2
< < < < Xassumption that f f / 0. Thus f does not factorize 1-time through02 1 2
 .   .. XT9. Furthermore, dim M q dim im q F l , hence f f cannot beK K 0 2 1
equal to q p by the inductive assumption. Consequently, q must be an1
epimorphism.
Dually one proves that p is a monomorphism.
< < < < < < < < < <Let f s f q f q ??? q f and f s f q f0 1 m 0 12 2 2 2 1 1 1im  f ., N
< <q ??? q f . Because f f factorizes 1-time through T9 hencem1 2 1M , im  f .
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <f f s f f q f f q ??? and f f s 0. Then we0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 02 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
< < < < < < < <infer by Lemma 3.10 that f f s 0. Thus f f s rs, where s: M ª0 0 0 02 1 2 1
P, r : P ª N and P is a projective C-module, which is a projective cover of
< < < <  .N. Moreover, f f factorizes through a module from add T9 . Hence0 02 1
< < < <without loss of generality we may assume that f s f and f s f .0 02 2 1 1
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 .Then we have a commutative diagram in Fig. 1, where L s im f , p is a
monomorphism, and q is an epimorphism. Thus we infer by projectivity
and injectivity of P that there are r : P ª Z and s : Z ª P such that1 1
s s s p and r s qr . Hence f s f f s qp s rs s qr s p. Then we have1 1 2 1 1 1
the following commutative diagram,
f f2 1 6M N
6 6
p q.
s r1 1
Z ª P ª Z
We may assume clearly that s is not a split monomorphism and that r is1 1
not a split epimorphism because we can choose Z without projective direct
summands considering their radicals or factors by socles instead of them.
 .Consequently, N s im qr N ; N is a maximal submodule of N,1 1 P1
 .where P is such a maximal submodule of P that f L ; N . Then it1 2 1
holds f X f s q p, where f X : L ª N is the inclusion and q : Z ª N is2 1 1 2 1 1 1
induced by qr s . But this gives a contradiction to the inductive assump-1 1
 .tion. Thus f does not factorize 1-time through T9 and condition 1 is
proved.
 .  .Because the proof of conditions 2 and 3 is similar we omit it.
3.12. LEMMA. Let M, N be indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e C-modules and
i g N j N . The following conditions hold.1r2
 .1 If f : M ª N is an epimorphism which factorizes i-times through T9
 . < <and does not factorize i q 1 , then f is an epimorphism.i
FIGURE 1
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 .2 If f : M ª N is a monomorphism which factorizes i-times through
 . < <T9 and does not factorize i q 1 -times through T9 then f is a monomor-i
phism.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 We shall prove condition 1 inductively on d s dim N .K
If d s 1 then N is a simple C-module and the required condition holds
clearly.
Suppose that for all indecomposable nonprojective C-modules such that
 .dim N F d and for all epimorphisms f : M ª N the required condi-K 0
tion is satisfied. Consider an epimorphism f : M ª N between indecom-
posable nonprojective C-modules such that f factorizes i-times through
 .T9, i g N j N , and f does not factorize i q 1 -times through T9 and1r2
 .  .dim N s d q 1. Let S be a simple direct summand in soc N . LetK 0
NrS ( N [ ??? [ N be a decomposition of the factor module NrS onto1 t
a direct sum of indecomposable C-modules. Denote by g : N ª N ,l l
l s 1, . . . , t, the canonical projection. Then for each l s 1, . . . , t, g f is anl
epimorphism between indecomposable nonprojective C-modules. Because
 .dim N F d , we can use the inductive assumption. If for a fixedK l 0
 4l g 1, . . . , t it holds that g f factorizes j -times through T9 and does0 l l0 0
 . < <not factorize j q 1 -times through T9, then g f is an epimorphismjl l l0 0 0
by the inductive assumption. If g factorizes r -times through T9 and doesl l0 0
 . < <not factorize r q 1 -times through T9 then g is an epimorphism byrl l l0 0 0w xthe inductive assumption. We infer by 23 that f / 0, g f/ 0, g / 0,l l0 0
< < < < < <g f / 0, g / 0 because they are epimorphisms. Moreover, f / 0.j r il ll l0 00 0
< <  .  .Indeed, if f s 0, then there are q: M ª P N , p: P N ª N such thati
< <  .f s pq. But f is an epimorphism, hence there is r : P N ª M such thati
< < < <  < < . < <p s fr. Then frq s f . If f s f q f 9, then f q f 9 rq s f . Thusi i i i
< <  .f 9rq s f id y rq . Because M is an indecomposable nonprojective C-i M
 .y1module, id y rq is an invertible endomorphism. Hence f 9rq id y rqM M
< < < <  .y1  s f . But f s f q f 9 s f 9rq id y rq q f 9 s f 9 id q rq id yi i M M M
.y1 .  .y1rq and id q rq id y rq is invertible. Hence f 9 is an epimor-M M
 . < <phism. Then there is r 9: P N ª M such that f 9r 9q s f , which contra-i
< <  .dicts to the fact that f does not factorize i q 1 -times through T9.i
< <Finally f / 0. Applying Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, we obtain that j s i q ri l l0 0
< < < < < < < < < < < < <and g f s g f . But g f is an epimorphismj r i r qi r i r qil l ll l l l l0 0 00 0 0 0 0
 4 < <for every l g 1, . . . , t . Thus f must be an epimorphism. Consequently,i0
 .condition 1 is proved.
 .  .The proof of condition 2 is dual to that of 1 and we omit it.
 .3.13 PROPOSITION. For any C-modules M, N g mod C and for any
nonzero morphism f : M ª N the following implication holds: if f : M ª1
 .  .im f is the canonical epimorphism, f : im f ª N is the inclusion and f2 1
factorizes i-times through T9, f factorizes j-times through T9, i, j g N j2
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< < < <  .N , and f f / 0, then f does not factorize i q j q 1 -times throughj i1r2 2 1
T9.
Proof. We shall prove the proposition by induction on i q j. If i q j s 0
1or i q j s , then the required condition holds by Lemma 3.11.2
Assume that for all M, N, f : M ª N satisfying the assumptions of the
proposition and such that i q j F l our proposition is true.
1Consider the case when i q j s l q and all assumptions of the propo-2
sition are satisfied for M, N, f : M ª N.
1First consider the case l q g N. Then either i, j g N .1r22
Let i, j g N. In this case the proof of the inductive step runs inductively
 .  .on d s dim M q dim N . If d s 2, then M and N are simple C-K K
modules. Then every nonzero morphism f is an isomorphism, hence f
does not factorize 1-time through T9, and so the required condition is
satisfied.
Suppose now that under the earlier assumptions for all M, N, f : M ª N
 .  . such that dim M q dim N F d it holds: f does not factorize i q jK K 0
.  .  .q 1 -times through T9. Consider the case, when dim M q dim N sK K
d q 1. Suppose to the contrary that there are M, N, f : M ª N satisfying0
 .  . < < < <the previous assumptions with dim M q dim N s d q 1, f f /j iK K 0 2 1
1  .0, i q j s l q g N and f factorizes i q j q 1 -times through T9. Then2
 .there are Z , Z , . . . , Z g add T9 , b G 1, and morphisms h : Z ª1 2 iqjqb s s
 .Z factorizing through modules from add G _ T9 , s s 1, . . . , i q j q bsq1 C
y 1, such that f s h0 h ??? h h9, where h9: M ª Z andiq jqby1 1 1
h0: Z ª N are some nonzero morphisms. Without loss of generalityiq jqb
we may assume that none of the composed morphisms h ??? h factorizem n
 .  .m y n q 1 -times through T9, i q j q b y 1 G m G n G 1, and im f is
indecomposable.
 .Now we are going to show that L s im h0 h ??? h s N.iq jqby1 bq1
Indeed, if g s h0 h ??? h is not an epimorphism then for L ; Niq jqby1 bq1
and the canonical epimorphism g : Z ª L and the inclusion g : L ª1 bq1 2
N we have g s g g . Because f s gh ??? h h9, f factorizes through L,2 1 b 1 2
X  . Xhence there is an inclusion f : im f ª L such that f s g f . Because f2 2 2 2 2
is a monomorphism, we infer by Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, and 3.10 that there are
< < < < < X <a, t g N j N such that a q t s j and f s g f . Then 0 /j t a2 1r2 2 2 2 22
< < < < < < < X < < < < X < < <f f s g f f , hence f f / 0. It is clear that a q i F j andj i t a i a i2 1 2 2 1 2 12
 .  .dim M q dim L F d , hence by the inductive assumptions we getK K 0
X  .that f f s q h ??? h h9 does not factorize i q a q 1 -times through T9.2 1 1 b 1
 .Thus g h ??? h h9 factorizes a q i -times through T9. If g factorizes1 b 1 1
1maximally t -times through T9, then t q t s i q j y by the earlier1 1 2 2
choice of h , s s 1, . . . , i q j q b y 1 satisfying h ??? h do not factorizes m n
 .m y n q 1 -times through T9, and by Lemma 3.12 and the inductive
1 Xassumptions. Moreover, t q b q F i q a, because f f does not factor-1 2 12
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 .ize i q a q 1 -times through T9. Therefore we have i q j s i q a q t G2
1t q b q q t s i q j q b, hence b s 0. Thus indeed L s N when b )1 22
0.
A similar analysis shows that h ??? h h9 is a monomorphism.iq jy1 1
< < Y < < Y Let f s f q f and f s f q f . Because f f factorizes i q j qj i2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
. < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <b -times through T9, f f s f f q f 9 and f f s 0.j i j i iqj j i iqj2 1 2 1 2 1
< < < < < < < <Then we infer by Lemma 3.10 that f f s 0. Hence f f s rs,j i j i2 1 2 1
< < < <where s: M ª P, r : P ª N. Moreover, f f factorizes through thej i2 1
 .preceding Z , . . . , Z g add T9 . Then we obtain the commutative1 iqjqb
 .diagram in Fig. 2, where L s im f . Furthermore h0 h ??? h isiq jqby1 bq1
an epimorphism and h ??? h h9 is a monomorphism. Therefore, byiq jy1 1
projectivity and injectivity of P, there are r : P ª Z and s : Z ª P1 bq1 1 iqj
< < < <such that s s s h ??? h h9, r s h0 h ??? h r . Thus f fj i1 iqjy1 1 iqjqby1 bq1 1 2 1
s rs s h0 h ??? h r s h ??? h h9. It is clear that we mayiq jqby1 bq1 1 1 iqjy1 1
assume that s is not a split monomorphism and that r is not a split1 1
epimorphism, because we can choose Z without projective direct sum-iq j
mands exchanging them onto their radicals, and we can choose Zbq1
without projective direct summands exchanging them onto their factor
modules modulo socles.
  . ..Consequently N s im h0 h ??? h r N ; N is a maximal1 iqjqby1 bq1 1 P1
submodule in N, where P is a maximal submodule in P such that1
< <  .f L ; N . Then we have the commutative diagram in Fig. 3, where fj2 1 2
is the inclusion. Then f factorizes j-times through T9 and ¨ factorizes2
X0-times through T9 by the inductive assumption. Thus the inclusion f : N2 1
X< <ª N must factorize 0-times through T9, because f s f f factorizes atj2 2 2
X1 .  .least j q -times through T9 otherwise. But f ¨ factorizes i q j y 1 -22
FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
Xtimes through T9, because f ¨ s h0 h ??? h ¨ which contradicts2 iqjqby1 bq1 1
Lemma 3.11, where ¨ is the inclusion of P into P. Therefore, for b ) 0,1 1
 .f does not factorize i q j q b -times through T9. This finishes the proof
of the inductive step in case i, j g N. The proof of the inductive step in
case i, j g N is similar and we omit it.1r2
1The proof of the inductive step in case l q g N is similar to the1r22
previous one and we omit it too.
Finally our proposition is proved.
3.14. LEMMA. Let S be a simple C-module, let P be its projecti¨ e co¨er
and let E be its injecti¨ e en¨elope. Then the following conditions are satisfied.
 .   . . m P r soc P ., S .  . .1 Hom Prsoc P , S s Hom Prsoc P , S .C C
 .   .. mS, radE ..  ..2 Hom S, rad E s Hom S, rad E .C C
 .   . .   ..3 If f g Hom Prsoc P , S , g g Hom S, rad E , then gf gC C
m P r soc P ., radE ..  .  ..Hom Prsoc P , rad E and m s m qC PrsocP ., radE . PrsocP ., S
m .S, radE .
Proof. Let S be a simple C-module. If P is its projective cover, then
 .every nonzero morphism f : Prsoc P ª S is an epimorphism. Further-
  . .more, Hom Prsoc P , S is a one-dimensional K-space. ThenC
  . . m P r soc P ., S .  . .  .Hom Prsoc P , S s Hom Prsoc P , S and 1 is proved.C C
 .Similarly one proves 2 .
 .   . .In order to prove 3 suppose that 0 / f g Hom Prsoc P , S ,C
  ..0 / g g H om S , rad E and gf s h q h9, where h gC
m P r soc  P ., Sqm S, radE ..  .  ..Hom Prsoc P , rad E and h9 factorizes at leastC
 .m q m q 1 -times through T9. Then we deduce fromPrsocP ., S S, radE .
 .Proposition 3.13 that h / 0. If h9 / 0, then im h9 > S. Thus
 .  . X X X  .h9: Prsoc P ª rad E is a composition h9 s h h , where h : Prsoc P2 1 1
 . X  .  .ª im h9 is the canonical epimorphism and h : im h9 ª rad E is the2
 .inclusion. Further there is an epimorphism p: im h9 ª S such that for
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some nonzero k g K we have ph9 s k ? f. Because E is injective, there is a
 .  . X X Xmonomorphism r : rad E ª rad E such that rh s gp. Then rh h s2 2 1
X  .gph s k ? f. Thus im h9 ( S, because r is an isomorphism. Therefore h91
factorizes through S. In the same way h factorizes through S. Then for
some nonzero k9 g K we have that h s k9 ? h9 which contradicts our
choice of h and h9. Consequently, h9 s 0 and gf s h. Because for every
m P r soc P ., radE ..  .  ..nonzero morphism t g Hom Prsoc P , rad E it must holdC
 .  .im t ( S, we obtain that m s m q m and 3PrsocP ., radE . PrsocP ., S S, radE .
is proved.
4. A FORM OF C
4.1. Under the assumptions and the notations of 3.1 we shall construct a
new category M . First consider a category M defined in the followingC C
way. The objects of M are the indecomposable C-modules. For any twoC
 .objects M, N in M the morphism space is Hom M, N sC MC
 .Hom M, N . The composition of morphisms in M is defined in theC C
 i. .following way. If i, j g N j N , f g Hom M, N and g g1r2 C
 j. .  .  iqj. .Hom N, L then gf s h q h9 in mod C , where h g Hom M, LC C
0. .  iqjy1. .  iqjq1. .and h9 g Hom M, L [ ??? [ Hom M, L [ Hom M, LC C C
m .M , L  .[ ??? [ Hom M, L . Then we put g ( f s h in M . Further weC C
enlarge bilinearly this composition for arbitrary morphisms. Observe that
M is a well-defined category. Indeed, the only property which should beC
checked is the associativity of the composition ( of morphisms in M . It isC
< < < < < <enough to check it for f , g , h , where i, j, t g N j N . Buti j t 1r2
< < < < < < < <  .f g h is a uniquely determined morphism in mod C . Thusi j t iqjqt
 < < < < . < < < <  < < < < .f ( g ( h s f ( g ( h .i j t i j t
Now let M denote an additivisation of M .C C
 44.2. Let P , . . . , P be a fixed set of representatives of the isomorphism1 n
classes of the indecomposable projective C-modules such that C s P1
n .[ ??? [ P as a right C-module. Define an algebra C s End [ P .n M lls1C
This algebra will be called a form of C. We are interested in connections
of C with C.
4.3. PROPOSITION. The algebra C is a finite-dimensional basic and a
connected K-algebra.
Proof. Finite-dimensionality of C is clear. First we shall prove that C is
 .basic. In order to do it we have to show that Crrad C ( K = ??? = K. But
  n ..   n ..observe that f g rad End [ P iff f g rad End [ P . In-M l C lls1 ls1C
  n .. ndeed, if f g rad End [ P , then id y f is an invertible mor-M l [ Pls1C lls1
 n .phism. Then there is an endomorphism h g End [ P such thatM lls1C
 .  n . n nnid y f h s id in End [ P . Suppose that id y[ ? ? ? P [ P M l [ Pls1ls 1 l l C lls1 ls1
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.  n .  .n nf h / id in End [ P . It is easy to see that id y f h s[ P C l [ Pls1l lls1 ls1
 n .   n ..id q ??? qid q g in End [ P with g g rad End [ P , be-P P C l C lls1 ls11 n
cause id , l s 1, . . . , n, cannot be a composition of morphisms fromPl
  n ..  .nrad End [ P . Thus the composition id y f h inC l [ Pls 1 lls 1
 n .  .nEnd [ P is invertible, and so id y f is invertible inC l [ Pls1 lls1
 n .   n ..End [ P . Consequently, f g rad End [ P . The same reason-C l C lls1 ls1
ing proves the opposite implication.
 .Finally Crrad C ( id ? K = ??? = id ? K and C is basic.P P1 n
 .Because C is connected hence C is connected, because Hom P , PM l sC
 .s Hom P , P for every l, s s 1, . . . , n, and the proposition follows.C l s
4.4. LEMMA. C is a right C-module.
 n .  n .Proof. For every f g End [ P , for every g g End [ P ,M l C lls1 ls1Cn  . .   ..and for every x g [ P we put fg x s f g x , where the composi-lls1
 .tion of morphisms is as in mod C . Then C is really a right C-module in
this way.
 .4.5. LEMMA. Let M be a right C-module. Then Hom C, M ( M asMC
 .right C-modules and Hom C, M has a structure of a right C-module.MC
 .Proof. It is known that Hom C, M ( M as right C-modules. More-C
 .  .  .over, Hom C, M s Hom C, M implies that Hom C, M ( M asC M MC C
 .right C-modules. Now for every f g Hom C, M and for every g gMC
 n .End [ P we put f ? g as the composed in an M morphism. ThisM l Cls1C
 .defines a structure of a right C-module on Hom C, M .MC
4.6. LEMMA. If f : M ª N is a monomorphism of right C-modules then
for e¨ery nonzero morphism h: C ª M it holds f ( h / 0 in M .C
Proof. First consider the case when M, N do not contain projective
direct summands. Then any nonzero morphism h: C ª M is of the form
 .  .h s gp, where g : Crsoc C ª M and p: C ª Crsoc C is the natural
epimorphism. We shall show first that f ( g / 0 in M . Suppose that forC
< <some i g N j N we have g s g . Consider the composition g s g gi1r2 2 1
 .  .  .in mod C , where g : Crsoc C ª im g is the canonical epimorphism1
 .and g : im g ª M is the inclusion. Then we infer by Proposition 3.132
< < < <that there are a, b g N j N such that a q b s i and g s g g .b a1r2 2 1
< <Moreover, g is a monomorphism. Suppose that for some j g N j Nb2 1r2
we have that f factorizes j-times through T9 and does not factorize
 . < <j q 1 -times through T9. We deduce from Lemma 3.10 that f g factor-b2
 .  .izes b q j -times through T9 and does not factorize b q j q 1 -times
< < < < < <through T9, because f g is a monomorphism. Thus f g / 0.b b jqb2 2
< < < <Further we deduce from Proposition 3.13 applied to g and f g thata b1 2
< < < < < < < <f g g s fg / 0, hence f ( g / 0 in M . Observe that pb a jqaqb jqi2 1 C
factorizes 0-times through T9 and does not factorize 1-time through T9.
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< <  .Thus, if fg p factorizes more than j q i -times through T9, thenjq i
< <fg p s h0 h ??? h h9, where h0, h9, h , l s 1, . . . , j q i satisfy thejq i iqjq1 1 l
 .conditions of the definition of i q j q 1 -times factorization through T9.
X < < XThen h9 s h p and we get that fg s h0 h ??? h h , because p isjq i1 iqjq1 1 1
< <an epimorphism. But this contradicts the fact that fg / 0. Thereforeiq j
f ( g / 0 in M .C
If M contains a projective direct summand P then the restriction f N isP
a split monomorphism, hence it is enough to consider the case when
 .im h ; P. But in this case the required condition holds in an obvious way.
If N contains a projective direct summand such that p f is a split
epimorphism, where p : N ª P is a projection, then as earlier the re-
quired condition holds. If p f is not a split epimorphism then it is enough
f1w xto consider a decomposition N ( N [ P and f s , where f : M ª N ,f1 1 12
f : M ª P. Then we show that the required condition holds for f 9h, where2
f X X1w x  .  .f 9 s with f s wf , where f : M ª rad P and w: rad P ª P is thef 2 2 22
inclusion. Thus the required condition holds also for fh, which finishes our
proof.
4.7. LEMMA. Let M, N be C-modules and let f : M ª N be a nonzero
morphism of C-modules. Then there is a morphism h: C ª M such that
f ( h / 0 in M .C
Proof. For the proof of our lemma it is sufficient to check the required
condition for indecomposable M and N. If M is projective then f ( p / 0M
in M , where p is a projection from C onto M. Consider the case whenC M
M is not projective. If f is a monomorphism then the required condition
holds by Lemma 4.6. If f is not a monomorphism then f s f f , where2 1
 .  .f : M ª im f is the canonical epimorphism and f : im f ª N is the1 2
inclusion. First consider the case when N is not projective.
Let j g N j N be such that f factorizes j-times through T9 and does1r2
 .not factorize j q 1 -times through T9. Then we infer by Proposition 3.13
that there are a, b g N j N such that a q b s j and f factorizes1r2 1
exactly a-times through T9 and f factorizes exactly b-times through T9.2
 .  .We can consider an epimorphism p: P M ª M, where P M is the
 .   ..projective cover of M. Then p s qp , where q: P M rsoc P M ª M is1
 .  .   ..an epimorphism and p : P M ª P M rsoc P M is the canonical epi-1
morphism. Let q factorize exactly i-times through T9, i g N j N . Then1r2
 .we deduce from Lemma 3.10 that f q factorizes exactly i q a -times1
 w x.through T9, because f q/ 0 as an epimorphism see 23 . Furthermore,1
we infer by Proposition 3.13 applied to f and f q that f f q s fq2 1 2 1
 .factorizes exactly i q j -times through T9. Repeating the arguments from
 .the proof of Lemma 4.6 we obtain that fp factorizes exactly i q j -times
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through T9. Thus f ( p / 0 in M . If r g N is the minimal natural numberC
r  .such that the projection p : C ª P M is a split epimorphism, then it is
obvious that for h s pp we have f ( h / 0 in M .C
 .  .If N is projective then f s wf 9, where f 9: M ª rad N and w: rad N
ª N is the inclusion. By the previous considerations there is h: C ª M
 .such that f 9( h / 0 in M . Thus f ( h s wf 9 ( h / 0 in M , whichc C
finishes the proof of our lemma.
4.8. LEMMA. Let M, N, L be indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e C-modules.
Let f : M ª N be a monomorphism and let g : N ª L be an epimorphism. If
 .gf / 0 in mod C , then g ( f / 0 in M .C
Proof. Let f factorize exactly i-times through T9, i g N j N . Let g1r2
factorize exactly j-times through T9, j g N j N . Then we infer by1r2
< < < <Lemma 3.12 that f is a monomorphism and that g is an epimorphism.i j
 .   < < .. < < < <First consider the case when dim M ) dim ker g . If g ( f s 0j j iK K
< < < <  .in M then g f factorizes i q j q 1 -times through T9. Then we inferj iC
< < < <by Lemma 3.10 that g f s 0. Hence there is a projective C-module Pj i
< < < <and there are morphisms p: M ª P and q: P ª L such that g f s qp.j i
< < < <Because g is an epimorphism, there is r : P ª N such that q s g r.j j
< < < <Because f is a monomorphism, there is s: N ª P such that s f s p.i i
< < < < < < < < < <  . < <Thus g f s g rs f . Then g id y rs f s 0. Because N is anj i j i j iN
 .indecomposable nonprojective C-module, id y rs : N ª N is an auto-N
 . < <morphism. Hence id y rs f is a monomorphism whose image is con-iN
 < < .  .tained in ker g which contradicts our assumption that dim M )j K
  < < .. < < < <dim ker g . Therefore g ( f / 0 in M in this case.j j iK C
 .   < < ..  < < .If dim M F dim ker g then for M s ker g consider thej jK K 1
inclusion w: M ª N. Let f 9: M q M ª N denote the morphism f 9 s w1 1
< < < < < < < < < <q f . Because g w s 0, we have g f 9 s g f . Moreover f 9 is ai j j j i
< < < <  .monomorphism. Because g f / 0, we have that dim M q M )j i K 1
 .dim M and we can repeat the preceding arguments. Thus we obtainK 1
< < < <again that g f / 0 in M and our lemma is proved.j i C
4.9. LEMMA. Let f : M ª N and g : N ª L be morphisms between C-
modules. Then gfs g ( f, where gf denotes the composition of morphisms in
 .mod C and g ( f denotes the composition of morphisms in M .C
Proof. The equality gfs g ( f is obvious by Lemma 3.10.
4.10. COROLLARY. We can omit the assumption that considered modules
 .belong to mod C in Proposition 3.13 and in Lemma 4.8 and the implications
are true.
Proof. First we shall show that we can omit the assumption that the
 .considered modules belong to mod C in Proposition 3.13 and this propo-
sition is still true. Let f : M ª N be a nonzero morphism between
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 .  .C-modules and f : M ª im f is the canonical epimorphism, f : im f1 2
ª N is the inclusion. Let M s M [ P, N s N [ Q, where P, Q are1 1
projective or zero C-modules and N , M are without projective direct1 1
< < < <summands. Let f s f and f s f as in the proof of Proposition 3.13,i j1 1 2 2
i, j g N j N . Consider a decomposition f s f Y f X, where f X: M [ P1r2 1 1 1 1 1
 . Y  .  .ª M [ Prsoc P and f : M [ Prsoc P ª im f is the canonical epi-1 1 1
X < X < Y < Y <morphism. Then f s f , hence f s f . Similarly for a decomposition0 i1 1 1 1
Y X X  .  . Y  .f s f f such that f : im f ª N [ rad Q , f : N [ rad Q ª N [ Q2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1
Y < Y < X < X <we have that f s f and f s f . Thus we infer by Proposition 3.130 j2 2 2 2
X Y  .that f f does not factorize i q j q 1 -times through T9. If f f factor-2 1 2 1
 . X Y  .izes i q j q 1 -times through T9 then f f factorizes i q j q 1 -times2 1
through T9, because every morphism from M [ P factorizes through f X1
and every morphism into N [ Q factorizes through f Y. Finally we get that2
 .f do not factorize i q j q 1 -times through T9, and the first part of our
corollary is proved.
In order to prove that we can omit the assumption that the modules are
 .in mod C in Lemma 4.8, it is enough to consider the case when we have a
monomorphism f : M ª P, an epimorphism g : P ª L, and P, M, L are
indecomposable with P projective. But then M is a colocal C-module. It is
also obvious that we may assume that f , g are not isomorphisms. Observe
< < < <that if i g N j N is minimal such that f / 0, then f is ai i1r2
 .  .monomorphism. Indeed, f s f 0 f 9, where f 9: M ª rad P and f 0: rad P
< <ª P is an irreducible monomorphism. Moreover, f 0 s f 0 . Then we0
< < < <infer by Lemma 3.12 that f 9 is a monomorphism. Then f 0 f 9 is ai i
< < < <monomorphism, and f s f 0 f 9 is a monomorphism.i i
< <Dually one proves that for the minimal j g N j N such that g / 0j1r2
< <the morphism g is an epimorphism.j
 < < < < .First we are going to consider the case when im g f s S is a simplej i
C-module and M, L are a local]colocal. Then there are t : M ª S and1
< < < < Y X Xt : S ª L such that g f s t t . Moreover t s t t , where t : M ªj i2 2 1 1 1 1 1
 . Y  .Mrsoc M , t : Mrsoc M ª S are epimorphisms. Consider the inclusion1
 .  . < <u: Mrsoc M ª Prsoc P induced by the monomorphism f . Then therei
 .  .  .is a monomorphism r : Mrsoc M ª rad P rsoc P such that u s wr,
 .  .  .where w: rad P rsoc P ª Prsoc P is an irreducible monomorphism. If
< X < < < < <x , x , z g N j N are minimal such that t / 0, r / 0, and u /x z x1 2 1r2 1 1 2
< <0, then z s x . Indeed, we infer by Lemma 3.12 that u is a monomor-x2 2
< X <phism, hence we deduce from Proposition 3.13 that ut / 0. Butx qx1 1 2
X X < X <ut s wrt , hence wrt / 0 and x q x is minimal with this property.x qx1 1 1 1 21 2
< X <On the other hand wrt / 0 and x q z is minimal with thisx qzq01 11
property. Therefore, x s z. We know from the shape of the2
Auslander]Reiten sequence containing P in the middle term that there is
 .  .  .an irreducible epimorphism q: rad P ª rad P rsoc P . It is clear that
< < < < < < < <q f 9 / 0 and i is minimal with this property. Furthermore, q f 9 si i i i
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< X <rt , hence i s x q x . Therefore for an irreducible epimorphismx qz1 1 21
 . < < < < < < Xp: P ª Prsoc P we obtain that p f / 0, because p f s ut . If wei i i 1
< <consider now the monomorphism u instead of u and an epimorphismx 2
< <  . < < < <h : Prsoc P ª L such that h p s g then for some k g K* it holdsj j j
< < < < Yh u s k ? t t , because S is simple. We infer by Lemma 4.8 thatj x 2 12
< < < <h ( u / 0, hence j q x s y q y by Proposition 3.13, where y , y gj x 2 2 1 1 22
< < Y < Y <N j N are such that t s t and t s t . Then again we deducey y1r2 2 2 1 12 1
< < < < < <from Proposition 3.13 that g f / 0. But x q y q y s x qj i y qy qx 1 1 2 11 2 1
< < < <x q j s i q j. Thus g ( f / 0.j i2
 .  .Now we shall prove inductively on d s dim M q dim L thatK K
< < < < < < < <g ( f / 0. If d is minimal such that g f / 0, then clearly M, L arej i j i
 < < < < . < < < <local]colocal and im g f is simple. In this case g ( f / 0 by thej i j i
foregoing considerations.
Assume that for all M, L such that d F d and the assumptions on f , g0
< < < <are satisfied it holds g ( f / 0. Consider the case when M, L satisfyj i
 < < < < .our assumptions and d s d q 1. If im g f is not simple or it is simplej i0
but L is not colocal, then there is a simple submodule T in L such that for
< < < <the natural epimorphism n : L ª LrT we have n g f / 0. We knowj i
< <from Lemma 3.12 that we may assume n s n , where a g N j N isa 1r2
< < < < < <minimal such that n / 0. Thus we infer by Lemma 4.9 that n g sa a j
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <n g . If g ( f s 0, then n ( g ( f s 0. This implies thata j aqj j i a j i
< < < <n g ( f s 0 which contradicts the inductive assumption. Thereforeaq j i
< < < <g ( f / 0.j i
 < < < < .If we cannot find the foregoing T then L is colocal and im g f isj i
simple. Thus M cannot be local by our assumptions and there is a maximal
submodule M of M such that gf N / 0. Dual arguments to the preced-0 M0
< < < <ing text show that also g ( f / 0. Consequently, we proved that alwaysj i
< < < <g ( f / 0 which implies that g ( f / 0 by minimality of i and j.j i
4.11. LEMMA. Let f : M ª N and g : N ª L be two epimorphisms be-
tween C-modules. Then g ( f : M ª L is an epimorphism, where g ( f denotes
the composition of g and f in M .C
 .Proof. We shall prove our lemma by induction on d s dim L . IfK
d s 1, then L is a simple C-module. Then g ( f is a nonzero morphism.
Indeed, if M does not contain a projective direct summand, then gf/ 0
and we infer by Lemma 4.9 that g ( f/ 0. Hence g ( f / 0. Thus g ( f is an
epimorphism because L is simple. If M has a projective direct summand
 .P such that gf N / 0, then we replace the summand P in M by Prsoc P .P
 .Then we have f s f f , where f : M9 [ P ª M9 [ prsoc P and f : M92 1 1 2
 .[ Prsoc P ª N are epimorphisms and
id 0M 9f s1 0 p
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 .with an irreducible epimorphism p: P ª Prsoc P . We know from the
previous considerations that g ( f is an epimorphism. Because every2
morphisms sourced at P factorizes through p, we obtain that g ( f ( f s2 1
 .g ( f f s g ( f f . Thus g ( f is an epimorphism too.2 1 2 1
 .Assume that for all epimorphisms f : M ª N, g : N ª L with dim LK
F d , g ( f is an epimorphism.0
 .Consider two epimorphisms f : M ª N, g : N ª L with dim L s dK 0
q 1. Suppose to the contrary that g ( f is not an epimorphism and M does
not contain a projective direct summand. Then there is a simple C-module
 .T and an epimorphism r : L ª T such that r g ( f s 0. But we infer by
 .  .the inductive assumption that r ( g ( f s r ( g ( f is an epimorphism.
Applying Lemma 4.9 we obtain that gfs g ( f, and so r ( g ( fs
 .r g ( f s r gf/ 0 which contradicts r g ( f s 0. Thus g ( f is an epi- .
morphism. If M contains a projective direct summand then the same
arguments as in the case L is simple show that g ( f is an epimorphism
and the lemma is proved.
4.12. LEMMA. Let f : M ª N and g : N ª L be two monomorphisms
between C-modules. Then g ( f is a monomorphism, where g ( f denotes the
composition of g and f in M .C
Proof. The proof is dual to that of Lemma 4.11 and we omit it.
4.13. PROPOSITION. Let M, N, L be C-modules. If f : M ª N is a
monomorphism, g : N ª L is an epimorphism and gf / 0, then g ( f / 0
in M .C
 .Proof. We shall prove the proposition by induction on d s dim K M
 .q dim L . If d s 2, then M and L are simple C-modules. Then gf is anK
isomorphism and it is clear that g ( f / 0.
 .  .Assume that for all C-modules M, N, L such that dim M q dim LK K
F d and for all monomorphisms f : M ª N and for all epimorphisms0
g : N ª L with gf / 0 it holds g ( f / 0.
Let M, N, L, f : M ª N, g : N ª L satisfy the assumption of the propo-
 .  .  .sition with dim M q dim L s d q 1. If im gf is not a simple sub-K K 0
 .module which is isomorphic to soc L , then there is a simple submodule S
of L such that for the natural epimorphism n : L ª LrS it holds n gf / 0.
 .Then we infer by the inductive assumption that n g ( f / 0. Then we
 .deduce from Lemma 4.9 that n ( g ( f / 0, hence g ( f / 0. If im gf is a
 .simple submodule of L which is isomorphic to soc L , then L is an
indecomposable colocal C-module. If M is not a local C-module then
there is a maximal submodule M of M and the inclusion w: M ª M0 0
such that gfw / 0. Then dual arguments to the preceding text show that
g ( f / 0.
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There is left to be considered the case when M is a local C-module,
 .  .hence indecomposable, L is colocal and im gf s soc L . We shall prove
 .this case inductively on l s dim N .K
If l s 1 then N is simple and g ( f / 0, because M, L are simple and
g, f are isomorphisms.
Assume that for all M, N, L, g, f satisfying the foregoing assumptions
with d s d q 1 and l F l we have g ( f / 0.0 0
Consider the case when M, N, L, g, f are as in the previous text and
 .   ..l s l q 1. If ker g o f rad M then there is a simple submodule T of N0
and epimorphisms g : N ª NrT , g : NrT ª L such that g g s g and1 2 2 1
g f is a monomorphism. Thus g ( f / 0 by Lemma 4.9. We infer by the1 1
inductive assumption that g ( g f / 0. Let i g N j N be minimal such2 1 1r2
< <that g ( g f / 0. Then there are a , b g N j N , s s 1, . . . , t, suchi2 1 s s 1r2
< < t < < < < < <that a q b s i and g ( g f s  g g f / 0. But g f is ai b a is s 2 1 ss1 2 1 1s s
< < t < < < < < < < <monomorphism, hence g f s  g f , where f : M ª N ,a d cs a c1 ss1 1 ss s s s
< < Xg : N ª N , and N s N [ ??? [ N is a decomposition for a directd1 s s 1 ts
sum of indecomposables and NrT s N X [ ??? N X is such a decomposition1 t
onto a direct sum that N X s N or N X s N rT. In view of Lemma 4.8 ands s s s
Corollary 4.10 we have that d q c s a . Indeed, we have the inclusions s s
 < < .u : im f ª N . We have also the canonical epimorphism ¨ : N ªcs s s ss
 < < < < .im g g . Then we infer by Lemma 4.8 and Corollary 4.10 thatb d2 1s s
 < < .¨ (u / 0. Moreover, for the canonical epimorphisms b : M ª im f ,cs s s
 < < .  < < < < < < .q : im f ª im g g f and for the inclusionsc b d c2 1s s s s
 < < < < < < .  < < < < .  < < < < .z: im g g f ª im g g , a : im g g ª L it holdsb d c b d b d2 1 2 1 2 1s s s s s s s
< < < < < < < < < < < <b s b , q s q , z s z , a s a , u s u , ¨ s ¨ , and x q m sx y e n m js s s s
c , m q j s y q e, j q n s b q d , x q y q e q n s c q b q d , wheres s s s s s
< <x, y, e, n, m, j g N j N . Therefore c q d s a and so g ( g f si1r2 s s s 2 1
t < < < < < < t < < < < < < < g g f s  g g f / 0 . T h u sb a i b d c is s 1 2 1 s s 1 2 1s s s s s
t < < < < < < g g f / 0 and g ( f / 0.b qc c iss1 2 1 s s s
 .  .Dual arguments to the preceding ones show that if coker f (u Lrsoc L
then g ( f / 0.
 .   ..  .  .Consider now the case ker g s f rad M and coker f ( Lrsoc L .
Suppose to the contrary that g ( f s 0 in the case. Then we infer by
Lemma 3.10 that there is an epimorphism q: P ª L and a morphism
p: M ª P such that gf s qp, where P is a projective cover of L. Because
g is an epimorphism, there is a morphism r : P ª N such that q s gr.
Because f is a monomorphism and P is also injective, there is a morphism
 .  .s: N ª P such that sf s p. Then gf s grsf. But coker g ( Lrsoc L ,
hence r is an epimorphism. Therefore, there is a submodule R of P such
 .that the restricted morphism r N has the following properties: r N R sR R
 .  .  .  .  .  .f M and im gr N s soc L . Thus im q N s soc L . Then p M s R,R R
 .   ..and so s is a monomorphism, because ker g s f rad M . Consequently,
 .rsf N is a monomorphism, hence r is a monomorphism, and so ansocM .
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 .isomorphism. Thus n ( P. Then we have g s g 9¨ , where ¨ : P ª Prsoc P
 .  .is the natural epimorphism which is irreducible and g 9: Prsoc P ª L
is an epimorphism. We infer by the inductive assumption that for a
 .  .monomorphism u: Mrsoc M ª Prsoc P , which is induced by ¨f , it
< <holds g 9(u / 0. Then there is a minimal i g N j N such that g (u i1r2
/ 0. Further there are a , b g N j N such that a q b s i, s ss s 1r2 s s
< < t < < < < < < < <  .1, . . . , t, and g 9(u s  g 9 u , where u : Mrsoc M ªi b a i ass1 s s s
 . < <  .P rsoc P , g 9 : P rsoc P ª L, and P s P [ ??? [ P is a decomposi-bs s s s 1 ts
tion of P onto a direct sum of indecomposables. If c g N j N is1r2
< <  .minimal such that n / 0, where n : M ª Mrsoc M is the naturalc
< <epimorphism, then n is an epimorphism by Lemma 3.12. Then we inferc
< < < < < <by Proposition 3.13 that u n / 0. But for the morphism f : M ªa c a qc ss s
< < < < < < < < < <P induced by f we have that u n s ¨ f , becausea c a qc 0 a qcs s ss s s
< < < <¨ ( f / 0 by Lemma 4.8 and Corollary 4.10. Then, using a similar0 a qcs s s
analysis as in the earlier text, we infer by Proposition 3.13 that
t < < < < < < < < < < t < < < < < < < < g 9 u n / 0. Therefore,  g 9 ¨ f / 0.b a i c iqc b 0 a qc iqcss1 ss0 s ss s s s
Hence g ( f / 0.
Consequently, we proved inductively on l that the required condition
holds in the considered case, and so we proved inductively on d that our
proposition is true.
4.14. LEMMA. Let W, M, N, L be C-modules. Let f : W ª M be an
epimorphism, let h: M ª N be a monomorphism and let g : N ª L be an
 .epimorphism. If gh / 0 then g ( hf / 0.
 .Proof. We shall prove our lemma by induction on d s dim L . IfK
d s 1 then L is a simple C-module. Because gh / 0, ghf / 0. Thus ghf is
an epimorphism, and either ghf/ 0 or W is projective. In the first case g,
hf/ 0, hence g ( hf / 0 by Lemma 3.10. If W is projective then f s f p,1
 .  .where p: W ª Wrsoc W is the natural epimorphism and f : Wrsoc W1
ª M is an epimorphism. Then g ( hf / 0 and we infer by Lemma 3.141
that g ( hf / 0.
Assume that for any W, M, N, L, f , g, h satisfying the assumptions of
 .the lemma with dim L F d the required condition holds.K 0
Let M, W, N, L, f , h, g satisfy the assumptions of the lemma and
 .dim L s d q 1. If there is a simple submodule S of L such that for theK 0
natural epimorphism n : L ª LrS we have n gh / 0 then we infer by the
inductive assumption that n g ( hf / 0. Further we deduce from Lemma
 .4.11 that n ( g is an epimorphism. Then n ( g h / 0. Indeed, we infer by
the definition of ( that n g s n ( g q r, where r factorizes through the
projective cover P of LrS. Then there is a morphism p: N ª P, and an
epimorphism q: P ª LrS such that r s qp. Because n ( g is an epimor-
 .  .phism, there is s: P ª N such that p s n ( g s. Thus r s n ( g sp.
 .  . .Therefore, n g s n ( g q n ( g sp s n ( g id q sp . Moreover, it is easyN
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 .to see that for the natural epimorphism m: N ª top N we have m sp s 0.
Thus id q sp is an epimorphism, and so an automorphism of N. ThenN
 .  .there is a morphism m: ker n g ª ker n ( g such that the following
diagram commutes
u n g16 6 6 6 .0 ker n g N LrS 0
6 6 6
,
m idid qsp Lr SN
u n ( g26 6 6 6 .0 ker n ( g N LrS 0
where u , u are inclusions. Then we infer by the snake lemma that m is1 2
 .an isomorphism. Hence n ( g h / 0. Then we infer by the inductive
 .  .assumption that n ( g ( hf / 0 which implies that g ( hf / 0. If there is
no simple submodule with the foregoing properties then L is a colocal
 .C-module and S s soc L is the image of gh. Let c g N j N be1r2
< <  < < .minimal such that ghf / 0. It is clear that im ghf s S. Hence therec c
< <are t : W ª S and t : S ª L such that ghf s t t . We infer by Proposi-c1 2 2 1
< < < <tion 3.13 that there are x, y g N j N such that t s t , t s tx y1r2 1 1 2 2
< < < < < <with x q y s c. If g ( hf s 0, then ghf s  g hf . For a fixedc a baqb- c
< <  < < .b, let hf s r r , where r : W ª im hf is the canonical epimorphismb b2 1 1
 < < .and r : im hf ª N is the inclusion. Then we deduce from Propositionb2
< <3.13 that there are x , z g N j N such that x is minimal with r / 0x2 1r2 2 1 2
< < X  < < .and z is minimal with r / 0. Moreover, there is t : im hf ª S suchz b2 1
that t s tX r . We obtain from Lemma 4.11 that there is a minimal1 1 1
< X < < <x g N j N such that t / 0 and x q x s x. Because hf sx b1 1r2 1 1 21
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <r ( r , we get that b s x q z. Moreover, g hf s g r rz x a b a z x c2 1 2 2 12 2
< < < < X < < < <s k ? t t r / 0. Furthermore, a q b s a q z q x s y q x qy x x c2 1 1 2 11 2
 .x s y q x s c which contradicts that a q b - c. Consequently g ( hf /2
0 in the considered case and our lemma is proved by induction.
4.15. LEMMA. Let W, M, N, L be C-modules. Let f : W ª M, g : N ª L
be monomorphisms and let h: M ª N be an epimorphism. If hf / 0 then
 .gh ( f / 0.
Proof. The proof is dual to that of Lemma 4.14 and we omit it.
4.16. LEMMA. Let M, N, L be C-modules, and let f : M ª N be a
monomorphism, let g : N ª L be an epimorphism. If gf s 0, then g ( f s 0.
Proof. First consider the case when M is local, L is colocal, gf s 0,
 .  .and g ( f / 0 with im g ( f s S s soc L . Then g ( f s t t , where t : M2 1 1
ª S is the canonical epimorphism and t : S ª L is the inclusion. Con-2
  ..sider the natural epimorphism n : N ª Nrf rad M . Then there is a
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  ..monomorphism w : S ª Nr f rad M and an epimorphism
  ..  .q: Nrf rad M ª L such that n f s wt and g s qn . Because im g ( f1
< <s S is simple, there is the unique x g N j N such that g ( f / 0.x1r2
< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <Then g ( f s  g f . Moreover, g s  q n byx a b x a a a aaqbsx a qa 1 21 2
< < < < < < < < < < < <Lemma 4.11. Further  n f s  w t .a b a qb c d a qbaqb cqdsa qb 12 2 22
Therefore n ( f s w( t , and so g ( f s q(w( t . Thus q(w / 0 with1 1
< < < < < <qw s 0. Hence 0 s qw s q(w q r, where q(w s  q w andi j iqjiqj
< < < < < < < < < < < <r s  q w . Consequently,  q w su ¨ iq j i j iq juq ¨ - iq j iq j
< < < < < <y q w . Then we infer by Lemma 3.10 that r s 0. Butu ¨ iq juq¨ - iqj
r s yg ( f and qw is a monomorphism, hence qw/ 0, because we may
assume that L is without projective direct summands. Consequently,
g ( f s 0 in the case.
 .  .Now we shall prove the lemma inductively on d s dim M q dim L .K K
If d s 2 then M, L are simple, hence local]colocal. Thus by the preceding
considerations we obtain that g ( f s 0.
Assume now that for all M, N, L, f , g satisfying the assumptions of the
 .  .lemma with dim M q dim L F d it holds g ( f s 0.K K 0
Consider M, N, L, f , g satisfying the assumptions of the lemma with
 .  .dim M q dim L s d q 1. Suppose to the contrary that g ( f / 0.K K 0
Then either there is a simple C-module T such that it is a submodule of1
L and for a fixed epimorphism g : L ª LrT we have that g g ( f / 01 1 1
and g gf s 0, or there is a simple C-module T such that there exists an1 2
 .epimorphism p: M ª T and for M s ker p and the inclusion f : M2 0 1 0
ª M it holds g ( ff / 0 and gff s 0. Observe, that if there are not T1 1 1
 .and T , then M is local, L is colocal, and im g ( f is simple. Thus by the2
previous considerations g ( f s 0.
If there is the foregoing T then g g ( f / 0 contradicts to the inductive1 1
assumption. Thus g ( f s 0 in this case.
If there is the previous T then g ( ff / 0 contradicts also the inductive2 1
assumption. Thus g ( f s 0 in this case.
Consequently, we proved our lemma.
5. STABLE EQUIVALENCE OF C AND C
5.1. We shall keep the notations and the assumptions of 3.1 in this
section. Let M denote the stable category of M modulo projectives.C C
 .  .Because M is equivalent to mod C hence M is equivalent to mod C .C C
 .  .We shall prove that mod C is equivalent to mod C .
 .  .5.2. Now consider the functor Hom C, y : M ª mod C . For everyM CC
 .  .M g mod C , Hom C, M is a right C-module by Lemma 4.5. BecauseMC
 .  .   ..Hom C, M s Hom C, M , dim Hom C, M - `, and soM C K MC C
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 .  .Hom C, M g mod C . If f : M ª N is a morphism of right C-modules,MC
 .  .  .then Hom C, f : Hom C, M ª Hom C, N given for every g gM M MC C C
 .  . .Hom C, M by Hom C, f g s f ( g, where ( stands for the compo-M MC C
 .sition of morphisms in M . It is easily checked that Hom C, y is aC MC
well-defined functor.
 .5.3. LEMMA. The functor Hom C, y is faithful.MC
Proof. Suppose that there is a morphism f : M ª N in M such thatC
 .Hom C, f s 0. Then for every h: C ª M it holds f ( h s 0. But ifMC
f / 0 then we infer by Lemma 4.7 that there is a morphism g : C ª M
 .such that f ( g / 0. Thus f s 0 and Hom C, y is faithful.MC
 .  .5.4. PROPOSITION. For the functor Hom C, y : M ª mod C theM CCf g
following condition is satisfied: if 0 ª M ª N ª L ª 0 is a short exact
 .sequence in mod C , then
 .  .Hom C , f Hom C , gM MC C
0 ª Hom C , M ª Hom C , N ª Hom C , L .  .  .M M MC C C
ª 0
 .is a short exact sequence in mod C .
f g
Proof. Consider a short exact sequence 0 ª M ª N ª L ª 0 in
 .  .mod C . We infer by Lemma 4.6 that Hom C, f is a monomorphism.MC
 .  .Moreover, it is obvious by Lemma 4.16 that Hom C, g Hom C, f s 0,M MC C
  .   ..because gf s 0. We shall show that ker Hom C, g s im Hom C, f .M MC C
Indeed, suppose to the contrary that there is a morphism h: C ª N of
 .  .right C-modules such that im h o im f and g ( h s 0 in M . Then weC
 .have that h s h h , where h : C ª im h is the canonical epimorphism2 1 1
 .  .and h : im h ª L is the inclusion. Although gh / 0, because im h o2 2
 .  .im f s ker g , we infer by Lemma 4.14 that g ( h / 0 which contradicts
  ..   ..the preceding assumption. Thus ker Hom C, g s im Hom C, f .M MC C
 .Because the functor Hom C, y preserves the K-dimensions, we ob-MC
 .tain that Hom C, g is an epimorphism. Consequently 0 ªM C  .  .Hom C , f Hom C , gM MC C .  .  .Hom C, M ª Hom C, N ª Hom C, L ª 0 is aM M MC C C
 .short exact sequence in mod C and the proposition is proved.
 .5.5. PROPOSITION. The functor Hom C, y is dense.MC
 .  .Proof. Let X g mod C . We shall prove inductively on d s dim XK
 .  .that there is a C-module M such that M g mod C and Hom C, M ( XMC
 .as right C-modules, and a projective covering morphism p: Hom C, PMC
 .  .ª Hom C, M is of the form p s Hom C, q , where q: P ª M is aM MC C
 .projective covering morphism in mod C .
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 .If dim X s 1 then X is a simple C-module and we infer by theK
 .construction of C that X ( Hom C, S , where S is a simple C-module.MC
Thus the required condition holds.
 .Assume that for every C-module X satisfying dim X F d there is aK 0
 .C-module M such that X ( Hom C, M and there is a projectiveMC
 .  .covering morphism q: P ª M in mod C such that p s Hom C, q is aMC
 .projective covering morphism in mod C .
 .Consider a C-module X with dim X s d q 1. Without loss of gen-K 0
 .erality we may assume that X is indecomposable. Let p: Hom C, P ªMC
 .X be a projective covering morphism in mod C . Let T be a simple
 .C-module contained in soc X . Let p : X ª XrT be the natural epimor-
 .phism. Then p p: Hom C, O ª XrT is a minimal projective coveringMC
 .morphism by indecomposability of X. Further dim XrT s d , henceK 0
 .there is a C-module M such that Hom C, M ( XrT and a minimalMC
 .  .projective covering morphism of the form Hom C, q : Hom C, P ªM MC C
 .Hom C, M , where q: P ª M is a minimal projective covering mor-MC
 .  .phism in mod C . Let L s ker q . Then we have the following short exact
qw  .sequence 0 ª L ª P ª M ª 0 in mod C . Applying Proposition 5.4 we
obtain the following short exact sequence
 .  .Hom C , w Hom C , qM MC C
0 ª Hom C , L ª Hom C , P ª Hom C , M .  .  .M M MC C C
ª 0 in mod C . .
 .  .Thus ker p p ( Hom C, L . But we have the following short exactMC¨ t .  .  .sequence 0 ª ker p ª Hom C, L ª T ª 0 in mod C . Because TMC
 .is simple, there is a simple C-module S such that Hom C, S ( T asMC
C-modules. Moreover, for the simple C-module S any epimorphism
 .  .  .k : Hom C, L ª Hom C, S is of the form Hom C, h , where h: MM M MC C C
ª S is an epimorphism. Therefore, we have the following short exact
 .Hom C , hM¨ C .  .  .sequence 0 ª ker p ª Hom C, L ª Hom C, S ª 0 inM MC C
 .  .mod C , where h: L ª S is an epimorphism of C-modules. If U s ker h
hu
then there is the following short exact sequence 0 ª U ª L ª S ª 0 in
 .mod C which induces the following short exact sequence 0 ª
 .  .Hom C , u Hom C , hM MC C .  .  .Hom C, U ª Hom C, L ª Hom C, S ª 0 inM M MC C C
 .  .  .  .mod C by Proposition 5.4. Thus ker p ( Hom C, U and ker p sMC
  ..   . .im Hom C, wu s im Hom C, w ¨ . Consider the following short ex-M MC Cwu s  .act sequence 0 ª U ª P ª PrU ª 0 in mod C , where s is a minimal
projective covering morphism. We infer by Proposition 5.4 that there is the
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 .Hom C , wuM C .following short exact sequence 0 ª Hom C , U ªM C .Hom C , sMC .  .  .Hom C, P ª Hom C, PrU ª 0 in mod C . We deduceM MC C
from the previous considerations that there is the following commutative
diagram,
pl6 6 6 6 .  .0 ker p Hom C, P X 0MC
ı
 .  .Hom C , uw Hom C , sM MC C6 6 6 6 .  .  .0 Hom C, U Hom C, P Hom C, PrU 0M M MC C C
 .  .in mod C . Therefore, there is a morphism f : X ª Hom C, PrU ofMC
right C-modules which is an isomorphism by the snake lemma.
Finally, the required conditions hold also for X, and we proved our
proposition inductively.
 .  .5.6. LEMMA. Let r : Hom C, M ª Hom C, N be an epimorphismM MC C
of right finite-dimensional C-modules. Then there is an epimorphism g : M ª
 .N of right C-modules such that r s Hom C, g .MC
 .  .Proof. Let r : Hom C, M ª Hom C, N be an epimorphism ofM MC C
 .  .right finite-dimensional C-modules. Let Hom C, p : Hom C, P ªM MC C
 .  .  .  .Hom C, M , Hom C, q : Hom C, Q ª Hom C, N be minimalM M M MC C C C
 .projective covering morphisms. Then there is a morphism k : Hom C, PMC
 .  .  .ª Hom C, Q such that r Hom C, p s Hom C, q k . Moreover,M M MC C C
we infer by the definition of C that for some morphism t: P ª Q of right
 .C-modules we have k s Hom C, t . We infer by Proposition 5.4 thatMC
p, q are epimorphisms of right C-modules. Then we have the following
pu .  .short exact sequences 0 ª ker p ª P ª M ª 0, 0 ª ker q
q¨  .ª Q ª N ª 0 in mod C . We deduce from Proposition 5.4 that there
are the following short exact sequences,
 .  .Hom C , u Hom C , pM MC C
0 ª Hom C , ker p ª Hom C , P ª Hom C , M ª 0, .  .  . .M M MC C C
 .  .Hom C , ¨ Hom C , qM MC C
0 ª Hom C , ker q ª Hom C , Q ª Hom C , N ª 0. .  .  . .M M MC C C
Moreover we infer by the foregoing consideration that there is the follow-
ing commutative diagram,
 .  .Hom C , u Hom C , pM MC C6 6 6 6  ..  .  .0 Hom V, ker p Hom C, P Hom C, M 0M M MC C C
6 6
 . rHom C , tMC
 .  .Hom C , ¨ Hom C , qM MC C6 6 6 6  ..  .  .0 Hom C, ker q Hom C, Q Hom C, N 0M M MC C C
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 .in mod C . Consider the following diagram,
pu6 6 6 6 .0 ker p P M 0
6
t
q¨6 6 6 6 .0 ker q Q N 0
 .in mod C . We infer by Proposition 5.4 that t is an epimorphism. Observe
that qtu s 0. Indeed, suppose to the contrary that qtu / 0. Then we infer
by Lemma 4.11 that q( t / 0, because it is an epimorphism. Applying
 .Proposition 4.11 we get that q( t(u / 0. Thus 0 s r Hom C, p(u sMC
 .Hom C, q( t(u / 0. Consequently, qtu s 0. Therefore there isMC
 .  .t : ker p ª ker q such that the following diagram is commutative,1
pu6 6 6 6 .0 ker p P M 0
6 6
t t1
q¨6 6 6 6 .0 ker q Q N 0
 .in mod C . Thus there is a morphism g : M ª N of right C-modules such1
that the following diagram is commutative,
pu6 6 6 6 .0 ker p P M 0
6 6 6
gt t 11
q¨6 6 6 6 .0 ker q Q N 0
 .in mod C . Because t is an epimorphism, g is an epimorphism. Let1
 .g ( f y q( t s r . Call r a reminder. It is clear that im r ; N. Then1 1 1 1
Y X X  .r s r r , where r : P ª im r is the canonical epimorphism and1 1 1 1 1
Y  .r : im r ª N is the inclusion. Because q is an epimorphism, there is a1 1
submodule Q ; Q such that the restricted morphism q N s q : Q ª1 Q 1 11
 . Yim r is an epimorphism. Furthermore, for the inclusion z : Q ª Q1 1 1
 . Ythere is the inclusion ¨ : ker q ª Q such that ¨ s z ¨ . We infer by the1 1 1 1
projectivity of P that there is an epimorphism zX : P ª Q such that1 1
q zX s rX . It is clear that zX u s ¨ t9. Hence there is an epimorphism1 1 1 1 1
 . X X Ys : M ª im r such that r s q z s s p. Let g s g y r ( s . We know1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
from Proposition 3.13 that rY ( s / 0. Then g ( p s g ( p y rY ( s ( p.1 1 2 1 1 1
Thus g ( p y q( t s g ( p y rY ( s ( p y q( t s rY rX y rY ( s ( p s r .2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
Observe that we deduce from Proposition 3.13 and the proofs of Proposi-
tion 4.13 and Lemma 4.11 that if i , i g N j N are minimal such that1 2 1r2
< < < <r / 0 and r / 0, respectively, then i - i . Thus inductively on thei i1 2 1 21 2
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< <minimal i g N j N such that r / 0 for the reminder r we con-ij 1r2 j jj
struct a morphism g : M ª N such that g ( p s q ( t. Thus
 .  .  .  .  .Hom C, g Hom C, p s Hom C, q Hom C, t s r Hom C, p .M M M M MC C C C C
 .Because Hom C, p is an epimorphism, we obtain that r sMC
 .Hom C, g and our lemma is proved.cal MC
 .  .5.7. LEMMA. If d : Hom C, M ª Hom C, N is a monomorphismM MC C
of right finite-dimensional C-modules, then there is a monomorphism f : M ª
 .N of right C-modules such that d s Hom C, f .cc
 .  .Proof. Let d : Hom C, M ª Hom C, N be a monomorphism ofM MC C
 .  .right finite-dimensional C-modules. Let X s Hom C, N rim d . WeMC
 .infer by Proposition 5.5 that there is L g mod C such that X (
 .Hom C, L . Moreover, we have the following short exact sequence,MC
rd
0 ª Hom C , M ª Hom C , N ª Hom C , L ª 0, .  .  .M M MC C C
 .in mod C . We infer by Lemma 5.6 that there is an epimorphism g : N ª L
 .of right C-modules such that r s Hom C, g . Further we deduce fromMC
Proposition 5.4 that there is a monomorphism f 9: M ª N such that the
f 9 g
 .following sequence 0 ª M ª N ª L ª 0 is exact in mod C . In view of
Proposition 5.4 and the foregoing considerations we have the following
commutative diagram,
 .Hom C , gMd C6 6 6 6 .  .  .0 Hom C, M Hom C, N Hom C, L 0M M MC C C
 .  .Hom C , f 9 Hom C , gM MC C6 6 6 6 .  .  .0 Hom C, M Hom C, N Hom C, L 0M M MC C C
 .  .in mod C . Thus there is an isomorphism k : Hom C, M ªMC
 .  .Hom C, M such that d s Hom C, f 9 k . But k is an epimorphism,M MC C
hence we get by Lemma 5.6 that there is f 0: M ª M such that k s
 .  .Hom C, f 0 . Then d s Hom C, f , where f s f 9( f 0 and f 9( f 0 is aM MC C
monomorphism by Lemma 4.12.
 .  .5.8. THEOREM. The functor Hom C, y : M ª mod C is an equi¨ a-M CC
lence of categories.
Proof. We know from Proposition 5.3 that our functor is dense. It is
also faithful by Lemma 5.3. We have to show only that it is full. Let
 .  .r : Hom C, M ª Hom C, N be a morphism of right finite-dimen-M MC C
 .  .sional C-modules. Then r s r r , where r : Hom C, M ª im r is2 1 1 MC
 .  .the canonical epimorphism and r : im r ª Hom C, N is the inclu-2 MC
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 .  .sion. By the density of Hom C, y we have that there is L g mod CMC
 .  .and an isomorphism k : im r ª Hom C, L of right C-modules. Fur-MC
 .ther we know from Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 that kr s Hom C, g and1 MCy1  .r k s Hom C, f , where g : M ª L, and f : L ª N are morphisms2 MC
 .of right C-modules. Thus r s Hom C, f ( g . Consequently,M C
 .Hom C, y is full, and so it is an equivalence of categories.MC
 .  .5.9. LEMMA. The categories mod C and mod C are equi¨ alent.
Proof. In view of Theorem 5.8 it is enough to prove that M isC
 .  .equivalent to mod C . Define a functor Q: mod C ª M as follows. ForC
 .  .every object M in mod C we put Q M s M. If f : M ª N is a mor-
 .  .phism in mod C then we put Q f s f. First we have to check whether Q
is well defined. Because the composition of morphisms in M is differentC
 .  .  .  .from that in mod C hence we have to show that Q fg s Q f Q g for
 .  .every two morphisms f , g in mod C . Let f g Hom M, N and gC
 .g Hom L, M . Without loss of generality we may assume that M, N, LC
 i. .  j. .are indecomposable and f g Hom M, N , g g Hom L, M , whereC C
 iqj. .i, j g N j N . Then fg s h q h9, where h g Hom L, N and h9 has1r2 C
 iqj. .no summand in Hom L, N . Clearly fgs h q h9 and we deduce fromC
 .  .Lemma 3.10 that h9s 0. Thus Q fg s Q h s h. On the other hand
 .  .Q f Q g s fgs fgs h. Consequently, Q is a well-defined functor. Clearly
Q is dense and fully faithful by definitions of Q and M .C
 .  .5.10. COROLLARY. The categories mod C and mod B are equi¨ alent.
 .  .  .Proof. Because mod B and mod C are equivalent hence mod B and
 .mod C are equivalent by Lemma 5.10.
6. STANDARDNESS OF THE FORM
 .  .6.1. Because mod B and mod C are equivalent hence a fixed equiva-
 .  .lence =: mod B ª mod C preserves a partition of G onto disjointB
union of families of components. Let T0 be the weakly separating family
s s .  .of components in G such that = T s T0 .C
Ä6.2. We define a covering category M of the category M . The inde-C C
Ä  .composable objects of M are the pairs M, z , where M ranges over theC
indecomposable right C-modules and z g Z. For any two indecomposable
Ä .  .  .  ..objects M, z , N, z in M the morphism space Hom M, z , N, zÄ1 2 C M 1 2C
is defined as follows. If M, N f T0 or M, N g T0 then
Hom z2yz 1. M , N if z G z .C 2 1Hom M , z , N , z s . .  . .ÄM 1 2C  0 if z - z2 1
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If M f T0 and N g T0 then
Hom1r2qz2yz 1. M , N if z G z .C 2 1Hom M , z , N , z s . .  . .ÄM 1 2C  0 if z - z2 1
If M g T0 and N f T0 then
Hom z2yz 1y1 r2. M , N if z ) z .C 2 1Hom M , z , N , z s . .  . .ÄM 1 2C  0 if z F z2 1
ÄFurther M is an additive category with the indecomposable objects andC
morphisms between them defined previously.
Ä6.3. Let C denote the locally bounded K-category of the form
  ..End [ P , z . It is obvious that the group of integers Z actsÄM lls1, . . . , n, z g ZC Ä  .  .freely on the objects of C by z9 ? P , z s P , z y z9 for every z, z9 g Zl l
 4and for every l g 1, . . . , n .
6.4. LEMMA. The group of integers is a group of K-linear automorphisms
Ä Äof C which acts freely on the objects of C and has finitely many orbits of the
objects.
Proof. First we shall prove that the group Z is a group of K-linear
Äautomorphisms of C. For every pair P , P and for every t g N j N fixl s 1r2
 t . .a K-basis of Hom P , P . Now if we have an element f of the fixedC l s
 .  ..K-basis of Hom P , z , P , z then, for every z g Z, z ? f is the sameÄM l 1 s 2C
 .  ..element of the fixed K-basis of Hom P , z y z , P , z y z . ThisÄM l 1 s 2CÄinduces a K-linear action of Z on C.
ÄBecause Z acts freely on the objects of C by 6.3 and the Z-orbits of the
objects are in one to one correspondence with P , l s 1, . . . , n, hence thel
number of different orbits is just n. Consequently, the lemma follows.
Ä6.5. LEMMA. CrZ ( C.
Proof. Obvious.
6.6. It is easily seen as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 that every indecom-
ÄÄposable object of M has a structure of a right C-module.C
ÄÄ  .6.7. PROPOSITION. The categories M and mod C are equi¨ alent.C
Ä .  .Proof. Consider the push-down functor F : mod C ª mod C inducedlÄ Äby the covering F: C ª CrZ. Because the group Z acts freely on the
Ä  .  .indecomposable objects of M by z9 ? M, z s M, z y z9 for everyC
z, z9 g Z and for every indecomposable C-module M, hence the Z-orbit of
 .M, z is sent onto M by F . The same holds for the morphism spaces.l
ÄConsequently, the restriction of F to M is a covering of M which isl C C
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 .equivalent to mod C by Theorem 5.8. Thus F is dense. This shows thatlÄ  .every indecomposable right C-module is of the form M, z . The same
Äarguments show that every morphism of right C-modules is a morphism in
ÄM and the proposition follows.C
6.8. Because B is a representation-infinite self-injective standard K-al-
Ã w xgebra of polynomial growth hence B ( ErG by 28 , where E is either an
Euclidean K-algebra or a tubular one and G is an infinite cyclic group of
ÃK-linear automorphisms of E.
ÄÃ6.9. PROPOSITION. The categories E and C are stably equi¨ alent.
 .  .Proof. Fix an equivalence =: mod B ª mod C which exists by Corol-
 .  .lary 5.10. Because the * -condition holds for B then M ( mod B andB
Ä Ã .M is equivalent to mod E . Then there is an equivalence =9: M ª M .B B C
In order to prove our proposition it is enough to lift the equivalence =9 to
Ä Äan equivalence D: M ª M . Define D in the following way. For everyB C
 .indecomposable object M, z in M , where M is an indecomposableB
 .   . .nonprojective B-module and z is an integer, we put D M, z s =9 M , z .
Ä .  .For any morphism f : M, z ª N, z in M between indecomposable1 2 B
 .  .   . .   . .objects we put D f s =9 f : =9 M , z ª =9 N , z . Then we enlarge1 2
D additively to the whole category. Because =9 is an equivalence hence D
is an equivalence and the proposition follows.
6.10. PROPOSITION. The algebra C is standard.
ÄProof. In order to prove that C is standard it is enough to show that C
Äis triangular. But we infer by Proposition 6.9 that C is stably equivalent to
ÄÃ Ãw xE. Thus we obtain by 15, 17 that C ( F, where F is tilting]cotilting
Äequivalent to E. Therefore C is triangular, and so C is standard.
6.11. COROLLARY. The algebra C is self-injecti¨ e of polynomial growth.
Ä ÃProof. The corollary is obvious because C ( F.
 .6.12. Let d g N. Consider an affine variety alg d of all structures of an
d  .associatice algebra with a unit on K . Then the linear group Gl K actsd
 .  .on alg d in such a way that Gl K -orbits are isomorphism classes ofd
 .K-algebras. For given A , A g alg d we say that A is a degeneration of1 2 1
 .A if A is contained in the closure of the orbit Gl K ? A in the Zariski2 1 d 2
topology.
6.13. COROLLARY. The algebra C is a degeneration of C.
n n .  .Proof. The algebra C s End [ P and C s End [ P . WeM l C lls1 ls1C
 n .  n .shall prove that End [ P can be degenerated to End [ P .C l M lls1 ls1C
 .  .We have that Hom P , P s Hom P , P for l, s s 1, . . . , n, andC l s M l sC
 . 0. . m P , P . .l sHom P , P s Hom P , P [ ??? [ Hom P , P . Further for aC l s C l s C l s
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 i.  i.  i. .  i.  j.fixed basis f , . . . , f of Hom P , P it holds f f s h q1, l, s n l, s C l s b, l, s a, t, l iqjl, s,
 . c. .h q ??? qh in mod C , where h g Hom P , P , c g N j N .iq jq1 m c C t s 1r2P , Pt s
 n .  n .Denote by f : End [ P ª End [ P the K-linear automor-x C l C lls1 ls1
 . 2 2 iphism f h q h q h q ??? s h q xh q x h q ??? qx h q ??? ifx 0 1r2 1 0 1r2 1 i
 i. .h g Hom P , P , x g K, x / 0, i g N j N . Using this automor-i C l s 1r2
 n .phism we construct a new algebra End [ Pl in such a way that weM ls1C x
 i.  j.  y1  i. . y1  j. ..define a new composition f ( f s f f f ? f f , whereb, l, s x a, t, l x x b, l, s x a, t, l
 .  i.  j.? denotes the composition of morphisms in mod C . Clearly f ( f isb, l, s x a, t, l
a polynomial in x whose value for x s 0 is the composition of f  i. andb, l, s
 j.  n .f in M . Accordingly, the algebraic family End [ P yields aa, t, l C M lls1C x
degeneration of C into C.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM
Suppose that B is a standard self-injective representation-infinite alge-
bra of polynomial growth whose Auslander]Reiten quiver does not con-
tain a generalized standard component. Let C be an algebra which is
 .  .stably equivalent to B. If the * -condition is satisfied in mod C then MC
 .is equivalent to mod C by Theorem 5.8, because C ( C. Then C is a
standard algebra by Proposition 6.10 and of polynomial growth by Corol-
Ã .lary 6.11. Thus condition 1 of the theorem is satisfied. Moreover, if E
Ãand F are Galois covers of B and C, respectively, then E and F are
w x w xtilting]cotilting equivalent by 17; Theorem and 15 because they are
stably equivalent by Proposition 6.9. Thus there are infinite cyclic groups
Ã ÃG , G of K-linear automorphisms of E and F, respectively, such that1 2
Ã Ã  .ErG ( B and FrG ( C. Thus, for a fixed equivalence F: mod B1 2
 .ª mod C there are a weakly separating family T of components in GB
 s.and a weakly separating family T9 of components in G such that F T sC
 . sT9 . Moreover, G _ T and G _ T9 are partitioned onto families ofB C
components indexed by the same linearly ordered set of one of the forms
D , D , D . Thus B and C have the same number of pairwise noniso-1 0, 1. 0, 2.
morphic simples, because E and F have.
 .  .If the * -condition fails to hold in mod C then there is a standard form
C of C which is of polynomial growth by Corollary 6.11. Moreover,
 .  .mod C and mod C are equivalent by Lemma 5.9. Further, C and C have
the same number of pairwise nonisomorphic simples, because the equiva-
 .lence Q: mod C ª M preserves simples. Because B and C are stablyC
equivalent hence we can repeat the previous arguments and obtain that B
and C have the same number of pairwise nonisomorphic simples, and so B
and C have. Finally C is a degeneration of C by Corollary 6.13. In order
 .to finish the proof of condition 2 observe that G s G by Theorem 5.8.C C
Consequently the theorem is proved.
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